This book addresses the importance of economic governance in post-conflict situations and aims to show that addressing technical and economic issues can be an important ingredient in promoting peace by reigniting economic growth and building trust within divided communities. The focus is on the role the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) can play in conflict prevention and peacebuilding. The activities of the UNECE are mainly technical and generally address specific economic issues and any political role in fostering security is not a part of its mandate, although the Security Council has recently reconfirmed the role of regional organizations in the prevention, management and resolution of conflicts.

Moreover, the historic role of the UNECE in bridging the East-West divide and guiding the transition process of the former planned economies is testimony to the importance of this so-called functional approach to peacebuilding. During the transition process, political and economic systems often had to be recreated from scratch and sometimes in newly formed nation states. The lessons learned during this process, especially regarding the importance of good governance, provide the basis of the UNECE’s contribution to conflict prevention and post-conflict peacebuilding. The regional significance of peacebuilding and thus the role of a regional body such as UNECE is stressed by explaining that conflicts often have major transboundary impacts such as migration, environmental degradation, disrupted transportation corridors and broken trade links.

The authors also provide an overview of the institutional initiatives that are being developed within the various United Nations agencies and other international organizations emphasizing their activities in South-East Europe and Central Asia. The book ends by considering the future role of UNECE in creating a framework convention or standards, on the basis of agreed principles for post-conflict governance.
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The establishment of the United Nations Peacebuilding Commission on 20 December 2005 was an important evolution in the vital role that the United Nations plays in assisting post-conflict countries emerge towards recovery, reconstruction and development, and in mobilizing sustained international attention. The Commission brings together all relevant actors and helps post-conflict countries to develop effective coordinated, coherent and integrated peacebuilding strategies.

While the work of the Peacebuilding Commission focuses on individual countries, there is a clear recognition of the need to consider these in a wider regional perspective. Both causes and consequences of conflict are often embedded in a complex regional context. While national ownership and initiative in the peacebuilding process are critical to success, nationally-driven processes can be significantly enhanced when complemented by regional approaches. Sharing experiences across regions is a valuable contribution to strengthening this key regional dimension of the peacebuilding response.

Drawing on the long-standing, wide-ranging expertise of the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE), this publication shows the importance of establishing a well-governed economy, with adequately functioning institutions and public administration, for ending violence and ensuring lasting peace. Building on practical experience, the compilation fills a gap in our collective knowledge about how to break the pernicious link between ill-developed economies and entrenched conflict, and how to enable governments to play an effective role in economic decision-making after conflict.

As demonstrated through the UNECE’s activities, regional economic integration and trade can reinforce long-term stability. The five key principles for sound economic governance distilled from UNECE’s work and outlined in this publication can help to inspire and focus peacebuilding efforts in regions other than Europe, by forming the basis of post-conflict economic strategies.

This publication is a good illustration of the commitment of the United Nations to advancing the conceptual understanding of the challenges before us, and to sharing lessons. I trust that the wealth of information in this book will provide a strong basis for further reflection on how the international community may help to manage effectively the transition from violent conflict to a sustainable peace, and finally contribute to a more stable world.

Sergei A. Ordzhonikidze
United Nations Under-Secretary-General
Director-General of the United Nations Office at Geneva
Preface

It has only been a few years since the United Nations emphasized the clear link between sustainable peace and development at its 2005 World Summit. But the correlation between security and economic prosperity goes back much further, to the Charter of the United Nations, which was signed in 1945.

If poverty and economic instability are so often the root causes of war, then getting the economics right is key to sustainable peace and to preventing countries from falling back into conflict. Effective governing institutions are also critical to building a lasting peace.

And this is where the UNECE, an economic organization, can play a role.

By facilitating regional cooperation and economic integration, the UNECE has contributed to consolidating peace and security in its region, which has experienced a number of violent conflicts. Its work on norms and standards and its multilateral agreements, many of which are adopted beyond the UNECE region, promote good global governance and provide a solid backdrop for conflict prevention, preventative diplomacy and post-conflict peacebuilding.

They do so by bringing countries together over matters ranging from air pollution reduction to energy efficiency, transport and trade facilitation. The UNECE’s technical and scientific work thus indirectly promotes regional cooperation and mutual understanding on a range of policy issues.

Drawing on selected activities of UNECE, this book sets out five principles of economic governance to which governments should adhere in the post-conflict phase. These principles may set the stage for future work on a framework agreement on good governance.

I hope this work will offer a useful contribution to the debate on the economic dimensions of security and the importance of good governance, to ensure viable institutions and a credible regime in the post-conflict phase, leading to a revitalized economy and a sustainable peace.

Paolo Garonna
Officer-in-Charge
United Nations Economic Commission for Europe
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CIS</td>
<td>Commonwealth of Independent States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDI</td>
<td>Foreign Direct Investment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP</td>
<td>Gross Domestic Product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICT</td>
<td>Information and Communication Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMF</td>
<td>International Monetary Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISAF</td>
<td>International Security Assistance Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>Information Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATO</td>
<td>North Atlantic Treaty Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NESC</td>
<td>National Economic and Social Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGO</td>
<td>Non-Governmental Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD</td>
<td>Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSCE</td>
<td>Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBC</td>
<td>Peacebuilding Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPP</td>
<td>Public-Private Partnership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPECA</td>
<td>United Nations Special Programme for the Economies of Central Asia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE PEP</td>
<td>Transport, Health and Environment Pan-European Programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDP</td>
<td>United Nations Development Programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNECE</td>
<td>United Nations Economic Commission for Europe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The purpose of this report is two-fold. First, the report seeks to demonstrate how effective economic governance provides a critical foundation for peace and state effectiveness. Second, the report proposes how existing UNECE programmes, projects and priorities can contribute to the work of the newly formed United Nations Peacebuilding Commission (PBC) as well as to wider peacebuilding efforts. The report overall seeks to place economic governance at the heart of peacebuilding.

As our collective understanding of what contributes to effective peacebuilding has evolved in recent years, The United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) has had an opportunity to examine its role and identify the organization’s unique value in this complex area. With more than six decades of work promoting pan-European integration, UNECE can bring a wealth of understanding. With a unique network of expertise and a track record of achievement in promoting normative standards, based on national and regional cooperation, UNECE delivers policy guidance and technical protocols that, as this report will show, contribute to the economic and social drivers for successful peacebuilding.

In reviewing its works and experiences, notably during the period of transition when countries from Central Europe and the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) evolved from state planning to market economies, UNECE has identified a set of five principles of economic governance. The five principles presented in this report provide a robust foundation for effective peacebuilding and enable a better understanding of the organization’s on-going contribution to peace and security.

It is important to explain the context that links the PBC with the United Nations regional organizations such as UNECE. The PBC brings together the broad capacities and experience of the United Nations in conflict prevention, mediation, peacekeeping, human rights, the rule of law, humanitarian assistance, reconstruction and long-term economic development. But it also seeks to raise the capability of regional organizations in the realm of peacebuilding. Both the Security Council and General Assembly resolutions establishing the PBC refer to the importance of regional and subregional organizations in the work of the Commission and in the participation of its meetings.¹

**What is the role of the UNECE in peacebuilding?**

As one of the United Nations five regional commissions, UNECE is neither a security organization nor a conflict prevention organization. Nonetheless, from several perspectives, its experience is highly relevant in maintaining peace in its region.²

---

¹ The General Assembly Resolution (A/60/180) establishing the Peacebuilding Commission stipulates that “the Commission shall, where appropriate, work in close consultation with regional and subregional organizations to ensure their involvement in the peacebuilding process in accordance with Chapter VIII of the Charter [of the United Nations]”.

² UNECE has 56 member States and is one of the United Nations’ regional commissions along with the Economic Commission for Africa, Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean, Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific and Economic and Social Commission for Western Asia. UNECE’s member States are in Eastern and South-East Europe, Western Europe, Central Asia and the Caucasus and include Canada, Israel and the United States.
Promoting regional economic cooperation

Primarily, UNECE is a pan-European regional economic organization. As a region, Europe has made a significant contribution to peacebuilding ever since the end of the Second World War, when UNECE was established. During the Cold War, for example, UNECE was the only intergovernmental economic organization where representatives of countries from Eastern Europe could meet their counterparts from Western Europe. As a result, the Commission has developed skills and sensitivity in bringing together countries in conflict, using both its neutral framework and technical experts to approach problem solving in economic matters. This technical work often constitutes the first steps to building trust and healing rifts between former belligerents or between states that are ideologically at odds. A regional approach is increasingly seen as instrumental in building the peace.

Supporting the transition to market economies

Second, in recent times, UNECE has played a significant role in promoting the transition to market economies among almost half of its member States and learned a number of important lessons for peacebuilding. Post-conflict and transitional economies share several traits. For example, both require systemic change, new institutions and new capacity in the reform of public administrations. Insights from the transition process in Europe over nearly two decades – remarkably achieved with little social and political violence – contain important lessons for strategies to build peace.

Third, UNECE demonstrates the importance of the economic and environmental dimensions to peacebuilding. There is a clear correlation between conflict and poverty, income disparity and rent seeking. Discrimination of groups over their access to factors of production is typically an early warning sign of impending conflicts. The economic basis of wars has also been underlined by globalization. This has opened markets and generated huge benefits but also led to the trade of illicit, undesirable goods and practices, such as drugs, money laundering, pirated goods and human trafficking. The nature of war has also become less ideological with more narrow but clear, criminal and financial objectives.

Box 1: UNECE and peacebuilding

“While UNECE does not practice high politics, it contributes in its own way to sustainable peace and development, post-conflict peacebuilding and preventative diplomacy through principles of good economic governance and by bringing experts and scientists together for a common purpose.”

Marek Belka, UNECE Executive Secretary, in a speech to a conference on Peacebuilding convened by the United Nations Office at Geneva and the Geneva Centre for Security Policy, November 2007

Along with the Council of Europe and the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) UNECE is one of three pan-European institutions.

Introduction and main thesis

The establishment of the United Nations Peacebuilding Commission in 2005 signified an important evolution in the vital role that the United Nations plays in assisting post-conflict countries. UNECE, as part of the United Nations, also plays a significant role in the examination of the actions and conditions that build peace in societies.

The experience of Europe in post-war recovery and in the transition process from central planning to market economies offers an important approach to peacebuilding. Based on these experiences, UNECE has set forth principles of economic governance, designed to make states more effective in building peace. As such, this report argues for placing economic governance at the heart of peacebuilding initiatives and proposes the establishment of an internationally-agreed convention or a compact on economic governance norms or standards in a peacebuilding context.

Defining peacebuilding

The challenge for the United Nations in peacebuilding operations around the world is to develop clear strategies that can offer integrated solutions on the ground that will prevent a relapse into violence. The term “peacebuilding” has evolved from meaning avoidance of conflict in a negative sense to promoting social justice and equity in a positive sense with associated commitments to eliminating the root causes of conflicts such as poverty and inequality. Accordingly, the term has taken on a stronger economic and environmental dimension. However, although there is a clear direction in thinking now, the precise meaning of peacebuilding as an operational concept has yet to be defined.

As the international community seeks to define peacebuilding, an academic interest in the term “state-building” has also developed. A consensus has been reached that states have certain functions and if these are not fulfilled the state loses legitimacy, becomes fragile or has “failed” or “collapsed”. Building on these core functions, others have spelt out in more detail the specific roles a state should play. For example, some authors argue that the state has a number of functions such as the legitimate monopoly on the means of violence; administrative control; and the management of public finances, rule of law, etc. Using such functions as a basis, the strategy for building peace thus becomes a capacity building programme with timelines, benchmarks and indicators that serve both as goals towards which the public can be mobilized, and also as a means of accounting by which the momentum and achievements of the programme can be reported to the public.

However, in practical terms, peacebuilding is not state-building. Under complex state-building schemes, there are too many tasks and extremely high costs. Therefore, the United Nations should neither define peacebuilding too narrowly or too broadly – although we need to include real solutions to the problems we face. The goal should be to define what has worked and what can be delivered. Ultimately, peacebuilding should be a process to ensure strategic coherence of many activities aimed at addressing sources of conflicts, reducing risks of violence and building national capacities and institutions to sustain peace.
Experience of transition and lessons learned

Following this perspective of defining what has worked and what can be delivered, we have looked closely at the experiences of countries whose economies have been rebuilt from the ruins of central planning into modern, democratic, market economies or countries. From economies which have, or are making, substantial transition in economic and social change, we are able to draw some lessons. We have taken the cases of Poland, Ireland and Northern Ireland to show how economic governance played a part in their transformation. Lessons learned include: the importance of effective institutions, especially in relation to the protection of property rights; the importance of enforcement and micro-reforms to ensure the attraction of foreign direct investment (FDI); the need to deal with corruption early on; the challenge of human insecurity; and the vital role played by regional organizations such as the European Union in establishing a “road map” for change and support for sustaining the reform.

Clearly, transition and post-conflict reconstruction is not the same thing. Some even argue that the shock therapy of economic governance may be dangerous to apply where states are weakened after conflicts, or that a privatization and liberalization recipe for building market economies may be too difficult for low-income countries. Nevertheless, the model of market economies is now universally accepted in the UNECE region where it has been shown that the transition to a stable and prosperous economy need not be preceded by a deep recession.

Principles of economic governance

On the basis of these lessons from transition, a number of principles have emerged that are relevant for peacebuilding in post-conflict reconstruction. These principles are:

1. Support for building effective institutions
2. Promoting public participation and a bottom up approach to policymaking
3. Fostering strict transparency in financial management
4. Addressing human insecurity by promoting environmentally sustainable development and
5. Pursuing a regional approach to peacebuilding

UNECE contribution to the principles

UNECE contributes to peacebuilding through its actions that support the five principles of economic governance. These “actions that build peace” address real challenges faced by those currently working in peacebuilding operations on the ground. The following examples show that UNECE contributes to actions that build peace under the five principles:

- **Principle 1 (Effective institutions):** UNECE’s programme of formalizing property rights and creating institutions in titling land creates the basis for creating value for assets of the poor and creates a more stable environment for investment. Moreover, UNECE Conventions set standards for public administrations in a number of technical areas. By training administrations to implement the Conventions, they provide a benchmark by which to measure progress.
• **Principle 2 (Public participation and bottom-up approach):** The most far-reaching example of an initiative under the auspices of UNECE that contributes to principle two is the Convention on Access to Information, Public Participation in Decision-making and Access to Justice in Environmental Matters. Known as the Aarhus Convention, this initiative strengthens vertical relationships by providing a framework that links the top level of government to the level of ordinary citizens.

• **Principle 3 (Transparency in financial management):** UNECE’s statistical work fosters transparency in financial management by assisting governments to improve data collection and to diffuse information on government performance. By boosting the capacity associated with country statistical capability, UNECE develops a vital ingredient of sound financial system management and performance.

• **Principle 4 (Environmentally sustainable development):** Sustainable development requires the integrated effort of different ministries, organizations and departments. The UNECE/World Health Organization Pan-European Programme on Transport, Health and Environment (THE PEP) offers an integrated approach to combating the negative environmental and health impacts of transport, with a particular focus on the countries of Eastern Europe, the Caucasus and Central Asia, and South-East Europe (EECCA/SEE).

• **Principle 5 (Regional focus):** The regional work of UNECE provides a useful model for post-conflict countries working towards peace and stability. The United Nations Special Programme for the Economies of Central Asia (SPECA) has recently come to strengthen subregional cooperation in Central Asia and its integration into the world economy.

**Conclusions**

There have been several attempts to elaborate best practice principles in conflict prevention and peacebuilding. However, most of these principles have not in fact been acted upon. It is therefore important in this report to develop in addition to the principles a means for their implementation. UNECE’s knowledge and experience in promoting regional economic cooperation in its norms, standards and conventions can help provide security to countries suffering from internal tensions. Furthermore, building on the principles, it could be argued that an internationally accepted compact could be agreed upon during the process of negotiating the peace. Such a framework could provide a number of critical elements for peacebuilding, such as improved regional economic cooperation, a greater involvement of society in peacebuilding and improved financial transparency.

Even if these aspects are only a start, they are nevertheless the essentials for building successful post-conflict regimes and can serve as confidence-building measures, not only among former belligerents within a state but also among neighbouring states.
**ORGANIZATION OF CHAPTERS:**

Chapter I sets the scene, arguing that economic governance is an important instrument for peacebuilding and machining post-conflict intervention more effectively.

Chapter II defines the concepts of economic governance and peacebuilding and how they are used in practice. It makes the case for a more substantive role for economic governance in order to achieve more effective peacebuilding.

Chapter III draws on the lessons of transition to determine the main principles underpinning economic governance for peacebuilding.

Chapter IV identifies the five principles of economic governance: institutional reform, social consensus, transparency in financial management, sustainable development and a regional focus for cooperation.

Chapter V discusses the nature of the “new wars” and how the principles are salient to addressing the conditions that breed these wars.

Chapter VI discusses how UNECE contributes to economic governance through actions building peace.

Chapter VII concludes on how to make the principles more than recommendations – as a framework for a possible international agreement or a compact of post-conflict norms or standards.
The world today is full of threats of an unprecedented nature

We are living in an unprecedented period of tension and conflicts. There is a view that conflicts today are small, internal, dominated by inter-ethnic disputes, that these “brush fires” can be contained and that the era of inter-state wars which dominated the previous century is at an end.\(^5\)

Another perspective, in contrast, sees the current situation as characterized by ever increasing tensions and instability as the world undergoes a fundamental transformation. These changes and threats arise from *inter alia*, energy insecurity, natural disasters, and conflicts over access to natural resources. Amidst these transformations are also sweeping social changes brought about by globalization and migration. As a result, populations and individuals are forced to adapt and integrate. Distant from their former surroundings, many people, especially the young, risk a loss of identity.\(^6\) Accompanying this is an upsurge in religious fundamentalism linked to terrorism in some countries. Indeed, the threats from terrorism since September 11 continue. Moreover, the tensions in the Caucasus demonstrate that the era of inter-state wars is sadly not an end.

The revolutionary change in information technology is an integral component of the new world. The dominance of the Internet allows for the dissemination of information to a large and highly receptive audience. Global communications spread ideas and bring people together, but they also serve to divide and separate. Globalization has brought enormous benefits but also new challenges that put pressure on nation-states to respond. At the same time, power is moving away from the nation-state as many of the global challenges – climate change, energy security, and the effective use of international financial flows – cannot be dealt with by individual nations.

The international community is increasingly intervening to deal with threats and to build peace

The international community is however not shirking its task. In response to new threats of genocide, inter-ethnic tensions and natural disasters, the United Nations has sanctioned one intervention every six months since 1992. In fact, contrary to what might be expected, countries are demonstrating a readiness to act where they see grave threats of escalated war and human destruction.

However, with limited success...

The interventions and post-conflict reconstruction in disparate places, such as Iraq,
Afghanistan and Darfur, are enormously difficult tasks with no easy solutions. There have been few successes and for several reasons. First, peacebuilding is often imposed by force – not an effective way to build peace and often contributes to a vast pool of recruits to militant gangs. Soldiers make bad peace builders.

...due partly to an overemphasis on regime change...

Second, peacebuilding is also seen as being synonymous with democracy. Yet, an exclusive emphasis on imposing democratic institutions and holding elections often proves misplaced. The desire for post-conflict democratization is a legitimate aim – populations usually prefer to elect their leaders; democratic states accountable to their people are less likely to go to war than autocratic ones, and democracies tend to fare better when they are based on economic prosperity and sound institutions. However, where economies are in ruins there lacks a strong basis for democratic systems to emerge. For example when elections are held quickly, many of the persons of the former regime are re-elected; those who created the problems merely re-emerge in new clothes. In divided societies, especially those divided along deep ethnic cleavages, elections can become a zero-sum game exacerbating existing conflicts. Western democratic values are not necessarily conducive to good governance on a universal basis.

...and a lack of emphasis on human security in its economic, environmental and social dimensions...

Often there is a sense that what matters first in post-conflict situations are emergency shelter, rural reconstruction and refugee return. While humanitarians concerns are important, they provide only immediate assistance and not the real conditions for a sustainable recovery. There is a need rather for a new concept that focuses on the long term social and economic aspects of human security (e.g. health, employment and environment).
How can we advance a more effective form of peacebuilding?

What then should be the different elements of peacebuilding in advancing human security and what actions should take place? What approach should be advised? Can we learn from recent events in Iraq and Afghanistan, and develop a strategy for peacebuilding that can be more effective? Where should we look for answers and find the practical and beneficial solutions that can offer more hope for a peaceful world?

Our argument

The experience of Europe in post-war recovery and also in the transition process from central planning to market economies – accomplished relatively peacefully – offers an important approach and new thinking to peacebuilding. Both these experiences were immensely successful because governments changed the way they worked with their populations and among other governments. Governments became more responsive to their citizens, and in turn became more effective at delivering essential services and welfare. Institutions also evolved and became effective conduits for successful policy implementation. Our argument, therefore, is that the promotion of a new type of “economic governance” – the capacity of governments and their institutions to turn “swords into ploughshares” – offers the best path to peacebuilding. Five fundamental principles of economic governance can help pave the way.
CHAPTER II:

PEACEBUILDING, STATE-BUILDING AND ECONOMIC GOVERNANCE

The challenge facing United Nations peacebuilding operations around the world is to elaborate clear, integrated peacebuilding strategies that can deliver solutions on the ground that will prevent a relapse into violence. In devising such strategies a number of questions are raised: what should be the objectives of peacebuilding, when is peace achieved? Can progress towards building peace be measured and if so how? What are the mission plan, the benchmarks and the various time lines? The task of finding a meaning to peacebuilding is thus not just a matter of semantics. It is important therefore to understand these terms because they define policy and actions on the ground. In this chapter, we explore and try to define the terms “peacebuilding”, “state-building” and “economic governance”.

“Peacebuilding” – an evolving concept

The term “peacebuilding” first appeared in the 1992 report “Agenda for Peace” as an important instrument for securing and maintaining world peace. It defined peacebuilding as “action to identify and support structures which will tend to strengthen and solidify peace in order to avoid a relapse into conflict”. The term is a dynamic concept, continuously evolving in its use by the United Nations system.

The above-mentioned 1992 report “Agenda for Peace” appeared shortly after the end of the Cold War, when the international community became aware that the conditions that gave rise to civil wars demanded a more holistic approach to keeping peace. The new approach goes beyond military and security priorities to address issues of democratic legitimacy, social inclusion, economic equity and “governance”. The report argued that if properly treated, these issues could enable war-torn countries to increase their resilience to new violence. The then Secretary-General, Boutros Boutros-Ghali saw post-conflict peacebuilding as encouraging cooperation between the various actors and agencies of the United Nations system and dividing the task among their respective forms of humanitarian, social, and economic assistance.

With the deployment of several peacekeeping missions in the 1990s, the concept of peacebuilding became a broader framework for activities that not only prevent a relapse into conflict but also address the root causes of conflict and advocate for “positive peace”. When the report of the Panel on United Nations Peace Operations


8 Elizabeth Cousens/Chetan Kumar, Peacebuilding as Politics: Cultivating peace in fragile societies (Lynne Rienner, 2000, p. 1).

9 “Negative peace” is generally understood as the absence of armed conflict, while “positive peace” includes the provision of justice, rule of law, equity, social and political stability.
(“Brahimi report”) was published in 2000, the importance of non-military peacebuilding had been widely accepted. As stated in the report: “…the key conditions for the success of future complex operations are political support, rapid deployment with a robust force posture and a sound peacebuilding strategy.”

As the number of peacebuilding operations grew with the involvement of an increasing number of international agencies, the difficulty of coordinating the work became obvious. In response, the High-Level Panel on Threats, Challenges and Change, convened by the Secretary-General in 2004, came up with the following recommendation:

“What is needed is a single intergovernmental organ dedicated to peacebuilding, empowered to monitor and pay close attention to countries at risk, ensure concerted action by donors, agencies, programmes and financial institutions, and mobilize financial resources for sustainable peace.”

Based on this recommendation, the General Assembly in September 2005 decided to establish a Peacebuilding Commission. Its mission would be to coordinate the work by different agencies and propose integrated strategies for post-conflict peacebuilding and recovery. Since taking up its work in 2006, the Commission has held country-specific meetings on Burundi and Sierra Leone to ensure that long-term sustainable and coordinated peacebuilding concepts are developed for these countries. Accordingly there is a clear recognition that economic and environmental aspects are important in peacebuilding.

In May 2007, the United Nations Policy Committee reaffirmed a definition of peacebuilding reflecting the emerging consensus to move beyond a minimalist or “negative” peace approach, and towards a more strategic, integrated one that prioritizes consideration of local context. It also highlighted the need for attention to building capacities, rather than simply structures, for peace – an emphasis that has long been underscored by peacebuilding and development practitioners. It also underscored the need for capacities in conflict management. It did not, however, refer to a need to identify and address root causes, which needs more attention – even with the recognition that this is a complicated and difficult task, which ultimately may not be “achieved”. “Measures targeted to reduce the risk of lapsing into conflict” was somewhat vague, and did not point to the need to maintain awareness of structural violence and structural causes of conflict, which over time can lead to conflict and/or contribute heavily to other factors that may lead to conflict – i.e. poverty and inequality.

Another considerable practical challenge is when the peacebuilding process should actually begin. Should the process begin only after the country has been made secure and the fighting completely stopped? Some of those engaged currently in peacebuilding missions argue that it is unrealistic to undertake economic and social development projects when bullets are flying and people are being killed.

---

reducing risks of violence and building national capacities and institutions to make states effective and sustain peace.

In parallel to this discussion on the definition of peacebuilding, a new literature has developed on the concept of “state-building”, “state-making” and “governance interventions in failed states”. Here most authors combine different theoretical traditions and their understanding of the state and its functions. Ghani and Lockhart (2007), for example, argue that the state has ten primary functions: the legitimate monopoly on the means of violence; administrative control; management of public finances; investment in human capital; delineation of citizenship rights and duties; provision of infrastructure services; formation of the market; management of the state’s assets (including the environment, natural resources, and cultural assets); international relations (including
entering into international contracts and public borrowing); and rule of law. Using these functions as a basis, the strategy for building peace thus becomes a capacity-building programme with timelines, benchmarks and indicators that serve both as goals towards which the public can be mobilized, and also as a means of accounting by which the momentum and achievements of the programme can be reported to the public.

The list of functions that a state is responsible for provides a good analysis and measurement of state-building. However, there are many things which a state does. How does one identify the most important? The feasibility of this task may be questioned by the analogy with a child trying to build something using a Lego or a meccano set. The “thing” is “built” only when every piece is in place. Yet for states that are weak or for donors whose resources are limited, the feasibility of putting together states like toy sets is unrealistic. The point here is to try and define what has worked in the past and exactly what states need to do as the basis of a secure, peaceful and prosperous system.

The concept of “economic governance” in peacebuilding

The term “governance” came into vogue around the time of the 1990s because governments were failing to implement successful recommendations made to them by international bodies like the International Monetary Fund (IMF). There was recognition that to implement policies, governments required strong and effective institutions. Governance refers to the quality and effectiveness of institutions, the interactions between different levels of government within a country and the interactions between members of the public, including business and non-governmental organizations and the government. Institutions are the formal (laws, regulations, etc.) and informal (norms of behaviour, customs, shared values, etc.) rules governing economic, political and social interactions (“rules of the game”) that together with enforcement mechanisms define the incentive structure of societies and economies and shape economic performance. Evidence suggests that good governance is an essential component of sustained economic performance, particularly in transition economies. In contrast, poor governance and slow economic development appear to be mutually reinforcing.

The United Nations has emphasized good governance in the mandate of the Peacebuilding Commission. However, the term tends to be narrowly defined as democratic governance. As a whole, the international community links peacebuilding to the political sphere or “basket”. For example, the overview of peacebuilding by the Development Assistance Committee of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) presents peacebuilding...
as having three mutually reinforcing dimensions: (1) security; (2) governance and political; (3) social, economic and environmental. In this case, governance and the political sphere are clearly separated from the social, economic and environmental dimensions.16

Economic governance can be broadly defined as the exercising of political, economic and administrative authority to manage a nation’s economic affairs. If authority in a country is respected, it is likely to be secure and stable as well as economically prosperous. Drawing on the strands of the discussion on state-building, we would argue that the foundations of economic governance can be said to rest on three main pillars: legitimacy, order, and welfare.

Legitimacy concerns the justification of a government’s authority over its citizens, the procedures by which that authority is bestowed and exercised, and more generally the manner in which political, economic and other institutions are rooted in and reflect the values and traditions or, in the words of Adam Smith, the “moral sentiments” of the population concerned.17 In countries which embrace liberal sentiments, legitimacy is bestowed by the constitutional principles and processes of representative democracy. This principle of course leaves plenty of scope for variation in the ways it is implemented in practice.

Order refers to the agreed laws, rules, social norms and informal conventions which constitute the structure of incentives to pursue acceptable forms of behaviour (in the political, social and economic fields, etc.) and to sanction the unacceptable. It includes the institutions required for government to implement its policies and for citizens to pursue their legitimate aims. A well-ordered legislative and judicial structure is crucial for meeting this criterion.

The welfare element recognizes that popular support for institutions and the system as a whole will not be sustained (or even created) if economic performance persistently falls below expectations and citizens regard the distribution of benefits and costs as unjust. As Adam Smith put it, “Justice is the main pillar that upholds the whole edifice.”18

Where economic governance breaks down, societies become unstable and tensions and conflict arise. In hindsight what occurred in Central and Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union over a long period up to 1989 was a simultaneous and interrelated deterioration in all three of the elements identified above. Governments were increasingly seen by the populations they governed to lack the legitimacy of popular support; the political and social order was undermined by disillusion with the institutions of the state (enhanced in Eastern Europe by resentment at interference by a foreign hegemony) and there was a long-standing deterioration in economic performance and individual welfare.

---

18 Ibid.
Conclusion

The concepts of peacebuilding and state-building are still evolving as analysis tends to focus on measurable programmes, benchmarks and indicators. Progress has been made through the study of state-building and fixing failed states, but work remains to be done in defining state-building and until this is done, it is difficult to operationalise the concept. We have therefore introduced the concept of economic governance. A secure and prosperous political system is one where there is strong economic governance. We have characterized the system of economic governance as one where order, legitimacy and welfare are interlinked. Effective economic governance relies on the presence of all three elements.

The next step is to identify the guiding principles by which countries use economic governance to become more stable and prosperous. To do this we turn to the experience of a number of so-called ‘transition economies’ to use the lessons of the past two decades to elaborate these guiding principles.
Economic governance has been identified as an important building block for successful post-conflict reconstruction. Nations that successfully implement economic governance institutions and mechanisms give rise to more effective and responsive states, and at the same time contribute to peace and security. The experiences of the transition process in the UNECE region provide some practical insights and lessons for the elaboration of guiding principles for effective economic governance. To a certain extent, all countries are in transition. To this end, we have also included the cases of Northern Ireland and Ireland, two entities which pursued economic governance in their own way and reached a historical solution to decades of conflict. Using the experiences and approaches taken in Ireland, Northern Ireland, Poland and selected subregions of the UNECE, we draw key lessons and implications for countries in post-conflict reconstruction.

The goals of transition…

In Central and Eastern Europe, transition began towards the end of the 1980s when governments began to dismantle the central planning system and started the transition to market economies. The aim was to establish full-fledged market economies, modern democratic political systems and to raise the economic welfare of the citizens. Major social, political and economic transition has also taken place in other areas of Europe, including Ireland and Northern Ireland.

...and different approaches chosen to pursue transition

By and large, transition policy had become synonymous with an approach that came to be known as the Washington Consensus. Its central elements were macroeconomic stabilization, especially in those countries with significant indebtedness and inflation, the building of new institutions and the introduction of new legislation necessary for a market economy; price and trade liberalization; and large-scale privatization of the previously nearly complete state-owned and operated economy. However, other approaches existed. There was a school of thought that argued against the Washington Consensus for less speed and less “shock therapy” and more effort at institution-building in the economic and political transformation process. Proponents of this alternative approach criticized in particular the “laissez-faire” approach of the Washington Consensus.

However, both sides of the debate were probably closer than they thought

The Washington Consensus was not as simplistic as it seemed. It was not intended merely to stabilize, liberalize and privatize, even though its proponents tended to simplify its key messages. For example, it emphasized the need to liberalize the process and end the price fixing system, the need to open up trade and “importing” world prices for tradeables were stressed. The fact that there was virtually complete
state ownership naturally focused attention on privatization. The omnipresence of state regulation in the form of central planning also led to an emphasis on reducing the role of the state. At the same time, it is fair to say that most proponents of the laissez-faire approach also advocated the need for a new legal system, the development of institutions and of corporate governance. The laissez-faire policies, as defined here, were indeed stressed, but they were stressed as first steps in a more complex continuum.

**Case studies of country-level transition processes and sub-regional experiences**

Transition economies developed economic governance systems and integrated them into their strategies of transformation and rejuvenation. The following demonstrates how regions and states in “transition” used a model of economic governance to transform their economies, thereby contributing to making their region more peaceful and secure. We also highlight UNECE subregional experiences in the Caucasus, South-East Europe and Central Asia to show the role of sustainable development in the economic governance model.

**Ireland**

The importance of economic governance in making states effective is illustrated in the case of Ireland and its transformation from a small rural peripheral economy into a “Celtic Tiger” in the span of one generation. The legacy of Ireland’s reforms is undeniably impressive. In 2007, economic growth was expected to reach 6 per cent, double the EU average. While the Irish economy is now flourishing, just twenty years ago the country was in a severe state of economic weakness. The jobless rate was the highest in Europe at 20 per cent, the nation’s elite were emigrating to other countries with more favourable economic prospects and the public deficit stood at 13 per cent. A typical news bulletin in the 1980s consisted of a depressing update on the “troubles” in
Northern Ireland, followed by economic reports with phrases like the “national debt”, “unemployment” and “emigration.”

**Government planning and economic governance: the role of the NESC**

Amidst the doom and gloom, in October 1986 the National Economic and Social Council (NESC) came forward with a strategy to get Ireland out of its dire economic situation. The NESC, set up in 1973, is at the hub of Ireland’s economic governance programme. It is an advisory body in which employers, trade unions, farmers and senior civil servants analyse policy issues and seek consensus on strategic policy directions. This body produced regular plans that were based on prior consultations with all partners.

Typically, government economic planning is criticized as if it were just some kind of hapless old style central planning five- or ten-year plan. However, this style of planning or economic governance — state involvement but in a free market environment — was used effectively in Ireland as part of a recovery strategy.

In fact, the Irish government continued its use with the latest ten-year plan unveiled in November 2005. It envisions a €34.4 billion overhaul of Ireland’s transport infrastructure, with €26 billion coming from government coffers and the remainder from public-private partnerships. Projects include the first-ever Dublin metro (which will provide a much-needed link from the city centre to Dublin airport), an extension of Dublin’s new light-rail network, new commuter rail services in the cities of Cork and Galway and a new road route known as the “Atlantic Corridor” linking the major cities.

The 1986 NESC strategy document, although no one knew it at the time, was to mark the turning point in Ireland’s economic fortunes. NESC warned at that time that continuing existing policies was not viable and that “considerable sacrifices” needed to be made, specifically cutbacks in public spending. This was no easy task, given that middle-income earners were already being taxed over 60 per cent of their wages — while government borrowing was continuing to spiral out of control.

Another milestone came soon after, in February 1987, when the Haughey government implemented the three-year Programme for National Recovery, a tough medicine programme advocated by the NESC. It was followed up by six other social partnership programmes, from the 1991-1994 Programme for Economic and Social Progress to the current Sustaining Progress Programme. Each one of these plans was jointly negotiated by the government, trade unions and the employer organizations, collectively known as the social partners. By the mid 1990s, the recovery was complete and Ireland embarked on its longest-ever sustained period of economic growth.

**Origins of the boom**

While the 1986 NESC strategy document was a pivotal moment, the origins of what has become known as the Celtic Tiger stretch back further still. The Industrial Development Agency, as early as the 1970s, began to target foreign investors in key growth sectors like pharmaceuticals, software and electronics. FDI became a strategic consideration by government officials who faced a number of threats. Most notable was the demise of Shannon Airport. Due to the technological advances of airplanes crossing the Atlantic, flights no longer need to re-fuel at Shannon — a major source of
revenue. In response to this threat, the government set up a special economic zone to attract enterprises and began to develop the skills of attracting FDI. In time these skills were proclaimed by experts around the world as “state of the art”.

The role of the European Union

The EU proved to be a catalyst for modernizing Ireland’s institutions and inserting it in the regional and, just as importantly, the global economy. Large multinationals like Apple, Microsoft and Intel were enticed across the Atlantic through a range of incentives, notably an exceptionally low corporate tax rate of 10 per cent for manufacturers\(^{21}\). Ireland’s EU membership in 1973 helped too, as its integration into the common market meant that companies did not have to worry about making their products comply with a patchwork of different national regulations.

Wise use of EU windfall

During the 1980s and 1990s, Ireland received a large flow of EU structural funds. Today as a rich country within the EU, this flow has stopped and Ireland is now a net contributor to the EU. Contrary to conventional wisdom, however, EU subsidies such as the structural or regional development funds played only a modest role in attracting foreign investment.\(^{20}\)

Moreover, subsidies, from the EU were not squandered but invested wisely. Investment was made in human capital by establishing a plethora of regional technical colleges. These training centres sprung up in the 1980s, providing skills in areas that foreign investors needed most, such as information technology (IT) and engineering.

Today, about 85 per cent of the manufactured goods that Ireland exports derive from FDI, two-thirds of which comes from the United States. Ireland’s growth is not only driven by the manufacturing sectors. Hot on the heels of the manufacturers, banks and insurers have been attracted by the development in the late 1980s of the Financial Services Centre in Dublin.

NESC innovation and building consensus

Under its governance model, Ireland is aware that consistency is critical as well as an ability to adjust to change in the fast-moving global economy. Its Industrial Development Agency, which was instrumental in attracting FDI, continues to monitor the global economy for emerging technologies, and makes sure that both government and business take note.

Irish model of economic governance

The basic features of the model are consensus, involvement of partners, wage moderation plus a commitment to free market economies. The Irish model has attracted widespread interest in other countries. For example, aspects of Ireland’s development strategy have a parallel in some Caribbean countries, with similarly positive results. In Barbados, the adoption of a social pact in the early 1990s played a significant role in

---

\(^{19}\) Today it stands at 12.5 per cent for all industry.

\(^{20}\) The lack of any causal link is shown by the figures. From 1990 to 1995, the Irish economy grew by 5 per cent per annum. And in the next five years it took off, growing at more than 9 per cent per annum. During this period when the boom began, new receipts from the EU actually fell back to 3 per cent of GDP, while Ireland’s payments to the EU budget rose from €320 million in 1990 to €1,500 m in 2000. Yet in 2000, receipts from the EU were actually 11 per cent lower than in 1991.
the subsequent success of the economy. In Jamaica, the government, labour and business adopted a “social partnership” in 2004 in an effort to place the economy on a sustainable path. Jamaica’s social partnership resulted in two memoranda of understanding between unions, public servants and the government, initially freezing public sector wages then subsequently limiting the level increase as a key element assisting the government in addressing its fiscal imbalances.

The model is also being developed and implemented at local levels as some of the solutions in the economy are only able to be sought at a local level. An OECD evaluation of Ireland’s local economic development policies for example, considered that the local partnership approach constituted an experiment in economic regeneration and participative democracy which is potentially of international significance. Thus the model is very different from the centralizing state and neo-corporatist models of many post Second World War economies like Austria.

An open, free market economy …

Rather than subsidies, Ireland’s commitment to a free market economy was critical. For example, the NESC plan in the mid 1980s slashed public expenditure, abolishing several public agencies, and cutting taxes and regulations. The top marginal rate of tax was cut from 80 per cent in 1975 to 44 per cent in 2001. The standard rate on income tax was reduced from 35 per cent in 1989 to 22 per cent in 2001. Corporation tax was cut from 40 per cent in 1995 to 12.5 per cent in 2003. It is no coincidence that there is virtual full employment — and in a startling turnaround, Ireland has gone from a country of emigration to one of immigration to cities such as Dublin, Cork, Galway and Limerick.

Unlike most of its West European neighbours, Ireland, with a population of just four million, decided to open up its labour markets to all the new EU Member States of Central and Eastern Europe. The result is that 48 per cent of all new jobs were filled by foreign nationals this year, with up to 200,000 Polish workers in the country and thousands more Latvians, Lithuanians, Chinese and Nigerians. Despite the dramatic influx, there is no complaint as there is full employment.

...combined with social justice…

The very success of the model has given rise to problems – inflated house prices, strained infrastructure and income inequality. Fast growth is not a panacea. However, it does increase the potential for the whole of society to enjoy prosperity. The government works hard to maintain social justice and continue to renew the foundations of economic success.

...and contributions to peacebuilding

Ireland is a modern society based on free market, is part of Europe and a member of the EU, and has also played a leading role in peacebuilding. Its government has been a key partner in the Northern Ireland peace settlement and in a crucial referendum in 1997 on the road to this settlement over 89 per cent of the population agreed to remove Ireland’s claim to the territory of Northern Ireland from its Constitution. Overall, it is a neutral country, based not on military powers and alliances but on values and ideals.

Conclusion

The case of Ireland shows the key factors in its success as a so-called Celtic Tiger that is the product not exclusively of a laissez-faire culture, but rather of a consensual, comprehensive, constantly updated plan of social economic governance to create conditions that allow the economy to flourish involving the social partners and different levels of society. The model is neither “top down” nor imposed from outside, but rather is indigenously produced and rooted in the society. Indeed, under the NESC, economic and social governance in Ireland is actually negotiated and then supported by society as a whole. As a result of its success, the model is replicated elsewhere and also, notably, attracting interest from its northern neighbour.

Northern Ireland

It is no accident that “governance” is a term only now beginning to enter Northern Ireland’s public lexicon. As we have noted, effective economic governance requires a close association between the political, economic and social domains to determine “what” is delivered by the government and “how” it is delivered. In other words, it implies, first, a close involvement of the political and economic domain to determine the “what”. Secondly, economic governance implies involvement of the political and social domain to achieve the “how”.

The problem is that government in Northern Ireland has for long been disconnected from the social and economic domains. Politics has, until recently, been premised on the assumption that economic policy will be delivered from the United Kingdom Westminster-based Government and that the involvement of social actors in the process is relatively limited. However, the Northern Ireland economy is in transition and things are changing. A new political settlement was agreed in 1997 which sets the political domain on a new path:

- An executive power, designed to accommodate deep-seated political rivalries. The power-sharing Executive is composed of ten ministers drawn from four political parties.
- The 108-member Assembly, elected on the basis of proportional representation, provides the members for the committee system which advises and assists each of the government departments. Although not a layer of government, the Agreement established a consultative Civic Forum to support the work of the Assembly.
- The North-South Ministerial Council, which deals with selected areas of government – such as food safety on an all-Ireland basis.

The challenge for Northern Ireland is to add the economic and social domains to the new political governance structure emerging in the province. The case of Northern Ireland shows the challenges that have to be addressed to deliver the solutions that have been achieved by its southern neighbour.

Economic challenge and new recipe for growth

The challenge in economic terms is clear enough: Northern Ireland comes in at the bottom on the scale of regional gross domestic product (GDP) per capita in the United Kingdom, which itself ranks tenth out of 15 EU members in GDP per head
Northern Ireland has no fiscal tax reigning powers and this constraint prevents it from reducing corporate tax to the 12.5 per cent of that of Ireland. Its attempt to do this having been rejected due to the upfront cost and likely displacement of both capital and profit from the rest of the United Kingdom. While the United Kingdom rate of 28 per cent is the lowest of the G7, Northern Ireland is clearly at a competitive disadvantage vis-à-vis Ireland in attracting new enterprises and FDI.

No strong political capacity

Northern Ireland’s local executive needs the political weight to promote cooperation between economic actors and to adopt policies that enable firms to create the microeconomic conditions for competitive success. Increasingly the public bodies able to perform these tasks are not conventional national states but regional governments similar to the German Länder. The lack of a strong regional government means that Northern Ireland cannot perform at the same level as Ireland.

Lack of real involvement of local partnerships to shape policy

Regional policy in Northern Ireland is fixed and operates under the traditional view of a region as a “container” for centrally-determined programmes. In the EU itself, the regions are largely seen as an entity in themselves, and many EU regulations—notably the single programming documents for structural funds allocation—assume an effective regional body charged with achieving defined objectives for social and economic development. From the United Kingdom’s perspective – working with regions as containers assumes what is needed

---

Part of governance deals with the social domain, equity and welfare but there has been no attempt to associate the economic domain with the social in a consolidated approach: To date the EU has been working with the Executive to bring about peaceful reconciliation and to bring Catholic and Protestant communities together, particularly in deprived urban working class areas which were often at the forefront of the conflict. Residential segregation in general, for example, still continues to be a significant factor.\textsuperscript{25} Such initiatives as the EU’s PEACE I and PEACE II lie outside the economic policy context.

There is a need to discuss social problems that arise in housing and in the lack of trust between the communities in the wider economic governance context and to achieve an alignment between the top-down approach of the Northern Ireland Executive and a more radical, customized, bottom-up solution to Northern Ireland’s specific social problems.

**Way forward**

Those arguing for a more economic and social governance model have called for a series of round-tables to be organized, drawing

\textsuperscript{24} The aim was to bring together the key players in each sector — leading firms, industry associations, chambers of commerce and trade unions, along with research institutes — to design an agreed upon sectoral strategy for the Republic of Ireland.

\textsuperscript{25} More “peace lines” separating Protestant and Catholic communities at interface areas have been built since the Agreement. In April 2007, the government estimated that there were 34 walls or fences and 11 gates separating Protestant and Catholic communities in Northern Ireland.
Northern Ireland demonstrates the importance of economic governance and in this context the implications of failure to implement an effective model. Whatever institutions are established in the region must enable Northern Ireland to improve its economic and social performance substantially, and sustainably, if it is to have a future as an integral part of the United Kingdom, Ireland and Europe.

Poland

Although Poland is now celebrated as one of the most successful examples of transition in Central and Eastern Europe, the reform process was at times a hard, uphill battle. Poland faced an economic downturn soon after liberalization followed by a strong incidence of crime and corruption. Thus, Poland’s transition demonstrates how the presence of a broad social consensus and strong private sector activity, the development of effective laws and institutions for an investment-friendly climate and EU membership helped to minimise the negative effects and push forward towards a stable economic and political environment.

“Shock therapy”

Poland began its transition from a centrally planned economy to a market-oriented one under exceptionally difficult macroeconomic conditions – hyperinflation, high rates of unemployment, large public debt and an active black market. In 1990, led by then Polish finance minister Leszek Balcerowicz, Poland implemented an extensive reform plan known as the Economic Transformation Programme. The programme consisted of price liberalization, a fixed exchange rate, lower import barriers and small-scale privatization. Although it was predicted that Poland’s industries would not be able to cope with this “shock therapy”, together all the social partners and elected representatives, with representation from socio-economic agencies and the academic world, to establish:

- a detailed picture of the regional productive system
- a set of strategic goals for Northern Ireland as a “global region”
- the key problems and barriers inhibiting progress, and
- the specific institutions and networks required to tackle these obstacles.

These proponents further argue for the establishment of new institutions based on a stronger regional government consisting of a regional development agency, the revamping of the Northern Ireland Economic Council, or the establishment by government of a standing Northern Ireland Economic and Social Forum. Many of these proposals are drawn from the experience of Ireland. They also argue that these bodies should have a legislative, not just an administrative, character and should also enjoy some scope for fiscal manoeuvre, including tax-varying powers as in Scotland. The goal being that these institutions should have the optimum power to orchestrate a distinctive regional approach.

Conclusion

The Northern Ireland case shows the practical difficulty, in societies where there are divisions, of putting an effective economic governance model in place. Without strong economic governance the risk is that business, and other social actors, will feel disillusioned by the performance of politicians unused to the exercise of economic policy, frustrated by structures designed on the basis of purely political considerations, and excluded by a lack of involvement in the public policy process. The case of
resulting in an irreversible recession and social upheaval, Poland rebounded from the post-reform recession, exceeding the GDP levels of other post-communist transitions.

*Developing social consensus through a bottom-up approach*

Poland’s successful transformation is due in part to the existence and strength of civil society that mobilized broad public support for transition. Civil society suffered less disruption under communist rule in Poland than other transition countries due to the shorter length of communist rule, the role of the Catholic Church and trade unions.

The Catholic Church was permitted a degree of independence in Poland that was not witnessed in other centrally planned economies. Through strategic partnerships, the Catholic Church bridged the way for other groups such as the Solidarity labour movement to play an active role in society. Poland’s transition to a market economy took place through a decade of grassroots efforts by the Solidarity labour movement, offering a bottom-up approach towards transition. This type of transition can be contrasted with the top-down approach seen in other countries such as Russia. In Russia the transition was initiated from the top by Mikhail Gorbachev without the advantage of strong supporting social coalitions. In the later stages of Poland’s transition, the strong trade union movement helped to create political competition and support social consensus through painful periods of transition.

Developing social consensus is not a substitute for building institutions and developing market mechanisms, but rather social consensus helps markets function more successfully in producing economic and social welfare. The right kind of social consensus can compensate for instances of market failure and can buffer the sometimes harsh, inequitable and unfair outcomes of market competition.²⁶

*The path towards recovery*

Poland’s path towards economic recovery involved an evolutionary approach to privatization…

Poland’s first economic recovery took place in 1992-1994, and was followed by more robust growth during the second period, 1995-1999. The two-stage growth period was due in part to Poland’s evolutionary privatization process. By focusing first on small and medium-sized enterprises and later on more extensive privatization, Poland developed a dynamic, indigenous private sector composed of small and medium-sized enterprises. More than two million entrepreneurs now operate in Poland’s private sector, creating jobs, contributing to output growth and forming a new consumer market.²⁷

…the creation of an investment-friendly climate through effective laws and institutions…

FDI played a strong role in Poland’s significant economic growth in the 1990s. Poland attracts investors through a favourable legal structure, economic and investment incentives such as low corporate income taxes, the development of 14 Special Economic Zones and the possibility to benefit from EU structural funds. Moreover, the Polish Government has a specialized body that deals with foreign investors. The Polish Information and Foreign Investment Agency offers support for foreign investors, assisting and helping investors in all the necessary legal


²⁷ Patrick Lenain, OECD Observer, *Poland’s Successful Transition*. 
However, one of Poland’s largest hurdles is corruption. Poland has used great legislative creativity to combat corruption including the establishment of new institutions and regulations. However, regulatory gaps that allow for corruption still exist. Civil society is trying to fill these gaps with the development of local educational and organizational programmes to promote ethically correct administration and the organization of anti-corruption groups. These groups advocate for the adoption of laws to deal with corruption such as asset disclosure, financing of political parties and great transparency and accountability to the public. Moreover, Poland has a strong commitment to free press. An aggressive free press has played a critical role in exposing and preventing corruption.

Conclusion

The case of Poland demonstrates the relevance of the economic governance model for a successful transition to a market economy. Despite overall success to date, Poland faced some speed bumps along the way, including an economic downturn that resulted in high rates of poverty, unemployment and corruption. What eased Poland’s transition process, minimizing negative impacts, was the provision of clear road maps for transition provided by the Polish Government, the acquis communitaire and the development of broad public support. The EU acquisition process also ensured the irreversibility of Poland’s transformation by upholding a commitment to democracy, the principles of a state of law, respect for human and minority rights and a market economy system.

Moreover, the Polish Government created new institutions and regulations to provide for effective economic governance

and administrative procedures. As a result of these developments, the country has received over $50 billion in FDI since 1990.28

According to the European Attractiveness Survey 2008, released by Ernst & Young, Poland has been ranked the most attractive destination for new foreign investment in Europe.29

...and EU membership

Poland has clearly benefited from EU membership by becoming part of an integrated economic union, developing trading partners and access to structural and cohesion funds. Poland’s association agreement with the EU in 1994 also played an important role. To prepare for EU membership, Poland implemented a national programme including a joint evaluation of medium-term economic priorities, a pact against organized crime, a national development plan and other sectoral programmes required for participation in pre-accession aid packages and post-accession structural funds. Since Poland’s accession to the EU, annual assessments monitor and evaluate Poland’s transformation process encouraging it to complete the privatization of state-owned enterprises and to develop sound governance institutions and mechanisms.

Challenges ahead

Despite Poland’s success, many challenges lay ahead – institutional reform of public finance, completion of nearly stalled privatization efforts, an overhaul of the judicial system and reorganization of the social sector (e.g. health and education). Although to a diminishing degree, poverty and unemployment still persist at relatively high rates.

28 Ibid

29 David Dastych, Canadian and US Investors Mistreated in Poland. (Canada Free Press, 14 June 2008).

health and water supplies have been threatened by decades of industrial exploitation through improper mining and industrial waste disposal. Moreover, extensive desertification in the region undermines the living conditions of the population and has caused pressures elsewhere in the region due to mass migration.

With the collapse of the Soviet Union and the related water-allocation system, the continued use of intensive and often inefficient use of natural resources raises tension. For example, without a functioning regional regulation framework for the exchange of water and fuel, tensions between Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan have continued. Due to the transboundary dimension of environmental pollution, regional cooperation on environmental strategies is necessary.

**South-East Europe**

Over a decade of conflict and transition in South-East Europe has left the region with a legacy of inadequate growth, declining living standards and high environmental stress. The region has been industrially exploited leading to high industrial pollution, intensive agricultural resources and a lack of water infrastructure and resources.

Disputes and disagreements over the management of natural resources shared by two or more states have also led to hostilities in South-East Europe. Industrial and mining operations that involve accidental release of hazardous substances represent a key source for transboundary threats. For example, in January 2000, a major industrial accident in Romania, with severe transboundary effects, made clear how operations involving hazardous substances still pose a serious threat to our common environment. After heavy, but not unusual rainfall, a tailings pond overflowed at a mining company...
Environmental degradation is not the sole source of social tensions; however, there is a pronounced linkage between declining environmental conditions and socioeconomic problems, such as poverty, inequitable distribution of income and wealth, persistent unemployment, forced migration and population pressures. To increase and maintain social cohesion is thus a prerequisite for conflict-sensitive development programming. By implementing policies that protect natural resources, post-conflict societies can diminish sources of social tension and instability.

**Conclusion**

Both the failures and success within the sub-regions of the UNECE illustrate how incorporating sustainable development into the governance model is an effective means for building peace, increasing human security and stability within a region. For example, transboundary cooperation in South-East Europe has been established as an important tool to mitigate the adverse environmental impacts on the economy and health of affected communities. The increased use of cooperation in other regions can help build trust and confidence both among and within states that are emerging from conflict.
Lessons learned

Lesson 1: Attention to institution building is critical.

One of the challenges of transition was the transformational recession that started in many economies at the beginning of their reforms. The cause of the recession is debated, but the essential reason was the time lag between the beginning of the reforms and the putting in place of the new market institutions – both formal and informal. Simply stated, at the time the old command system collapsed in 1989, the coordinating mechanism of the market economy was not yet in place, thus creating an “institutional hiatus” in the transition economies. It can be argued that this played an important role in the output collapse in the early years of reforms. A major lesson from the experience of the transition is that the success of liberalization, macroeconomic stabilization and privatization policies is contingent on the existence of an effective state and adequate institutions. It is now generally accepted that institutional factors have to be considered as part of any economic reform programme.\textsuperscript{31}

Lesson 2: Economic governance is closely linked to attracting FDI.

Initial macroeconomic reforms – privatization, liberalization of prices, new legislation, etc. – proved relatively unproblematic. What proved more difficult were the microeconomic reforms, and especially the enforcement of laws. Things, however, improved when the institutions began to work and enforcement became more effective. One of the consequences of this and a key lesson was that institutional certainty and better governance are critical in attracting large inflows of FDI. What tends to bring in FDI is the narrowing of the risk premium, and the risk premium is reduced by enforcement. Enforcement means an environment of secure private property rights, of effective government guarantees, courts that efficiently enforce contracts, a justice system that punishes those who unlawfully confiscate property and a corruption-free setting. As shown in Poland and Ireland, special institutions were created to attract FDI. Ireland’s FDI attraction was formulated by skilful marketing and targeting, and the use of incentives – at least initially. Membership of the EU was central for all countries because it creates a large market and FDI uses small countries as entry points into the markets.

In this environment, FDI overall helped to transform and restructure economies, integrating them into the regional and global economy.

\textsuperscript{31} While there were mistakes too in the transformation recession of the early 1990s, some countries began to compete quite quickly. For example, two to three years after the opening up and liberalization, Central European countries were exporting effectively to the countries of Western Europe, to the point where the latter were invoking safeguards and anti-dumping procedures. So, in the short run, the devaluations helped considerably by generating exports to highly competitive areas.
Lesson 3: “Grand corruption” or state capture is a critical challenge which needs to be tackled early on.

The third lesson was the need to recognize the threat from corruption and to tackle the problem early on. It is important to point out that tackling corruption was not a priority for policymakers at the beginning of the transformation process. Corruption took many forms, but the most sensitive was so-called “grand corruption” where attempts were made to extract benefits from the state by corruptly influencing the formulation of policy (public laws, rules, and regulations). Influencing the formulation of policy is known as “state capture”, and occurred frequently in transition processes, including of the Russian Federation’s transition. Even in Poland in 2000 – considered one of the most successful transition economies – discontent at corruption was so high that only 8 per cent of Poland’s population viewed the country’s transition as having been a success. Corruption destroys public confidence in democratic institutions and erodes the legitimacy of the state, one of the pillars of economic governance.33

Lesson 4: The incentive of EU entry provides an anchor for reform.

This leads to the fourth lesson, namely the need to have solid external support to ensure that reform fatigue does not set in and that reformers have incentives to continue. The role of the EU in this regard, as an anchor of reform, was critical. It is worth noting that at the time, the EU was criticised to accede.34 However, they set strict criteria for joining in the acquis communautaire and kept to this, thus ensuring that when the countries did eventually join they were more ready to survive the “shock” of competing in an open, integrated market. The point of joining the EU was not to obtain access to considerable structural funds, which is typically highlighted; in fact, the drip feed

33 The evidence suggests that state capture is particularly prevalent when firms face insecure property rights, insufficient economic liberalization and competition, and only a partial liberalization in civil society and media activities, impairing their ability to effectively monitor the activities of the state. The analysis of state capture points to powerful private incentives to engage in these activities. In capture economies, where there is a large market for capture of policies and laws, successful captor firms enjoy strong private gains in terms of performance and improved security of their property rights. It is unrealistic to suppose that firms will not try to influence the policy and regulatory environment within which they operate. Indeed, firms in advanced market economies exercise influence over public policy through a variety of channels. World Bank research highlights the fact that these strong lobbies are present in transition countries, too, but are directed into illicit channels with highly detrimental social and economic consequences. Joel Hellman, Jones Geraint and Daniel Kaufmann, Are Foreign Investors and Multinationals Engaging in Corrupt Practices in Transition Economies? (Beyond Transition, World Bank Group 2001).

34 “The role of the European Union as an outside anchor is much more important in the second stage of transition, when enforcement is the key. (Maybe it could also play this role in the CIS.) But, in this regard, it is not clear that the EU is taking its responsibility seriously enough. By delaying the date for accession still further, by creating uncertainty about when and whether it will happen, and by diluting the meaning of membership, the EU runs the risk of losing its outside leverage and missing out on a unique opportunity to support the transition process.” UNECE Economic Survey 2000.

of subsidies is what they were trying to leave behind. Rather it was the benefits that flow from an integrated large market that lowers transactions costs, boosts competitiveness and employment and raises national incomes. Thus, the EU and the acquis were critical for a successful transition. In addition, other forms of external support such as from international organizations also played a strong role in reducing tensions and promoting security.35

**Lesson 5: Democratic processes and social consensus, not just elections, help to legitimize the new governments in the eyes of their citizens.**

The fifth lesson is that legitimacy of institutions and legal documents can only be earned through the democratic process. The transition process has been longer for countries that lack a clear social consensus for transition and reform. Without mobilized social support in favour of the shift to a market economy, the prospects for any sustained change are minimized. One of the ways transition countries gained broad support was through regular consultation with the electorate. Even though clear differences exist in political parties and the public at large, the policies remained consistently supportive of market economy reform, and this reinforced strong support for change.

The use of social consensus to achieve change is illustrated in both Ireland and Poland. In the Irish case, the National Economic and Social Council and the International Development Agency enjoyed a mutually beneficial relationship with the private sector. IDA consulted businesses regularly and monitored the global economy for emerging opportunities, benefiting both sectors. In Poland, a broad social consensus sustained the transition process through the economic recession. Social consensus was achieved through an active civil society and strong relationships between the government and social actors, exemplified best by the mutually-beneficial relationship between government and labour unions. During transition, many policymakers sought to directly engage union participation in a new system of labour relations. The labour unions in turn used the government’s internal divisions over labour policy to achieve specific economic goals and to enhance their political standing.

**Lesson 6: Improvement in welfare, “human security” and quality of life are instrumental in obtaining popular backing for the changes.**

The sixth lesson is the need for a commitment to a process which allows for participation of the people in decision-making, a strong orientation to equity in allocation and a respect for the environment. In terms of equity considerations, it was important to stress the need for social safety nets to ensure social cohesion. A major side effect of the transition was the rapid social stratification of previously rather homogeneous societies. This was accompanied by a widespread change of social status (often to a lower level) and the loss of job security. Since the social costs of transition are often unevenly distributed, this, in turn, became a major source of tension and unrest.

---

35 The institutions active in Eastern Europe and the CIS (e.g. the Bretton Woods organizations, the Asian Development Bank, the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development, UNECE, and the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)) have contributed in their own, often complementary, ways to the long-term stability of the region. With their policy advice, technical assistance and, in many cases, financial support, they have helped bring about macroeconomic stabilization and the economic transition. Their assistance has improved these countries’ prospects for achieving sustained growth and narrowing income gaps, and thus for enhancing economic stability in the region.
In particular, excessive income inequalities emerged within some transition economies, especially in the poorer ones. Owing to the disproportionate sharing of the costs of economic adjustment by various subgroups of the population, as well as between men and women, poverty increased sharply from near negligible to endemic proportions in countries such as Armenia, Kyrgyzstan, Moldova and Tajikistan. More than 80 per cent of the population in these countries found themselves struggling below the international poverty line.\textsuperscript{36} The social safety nets are often inadequate and provide little protection for the lower levels of these societies.

Mismanagement of natural resources undermines economic growth and development, exacerbating social and economic inequalities. Inequalities are heightened with misallocation of resources causing decreased access to vital resources such as water, health epidemics and food crises. Highly exploitative patterns of subsistence behaviour in the UNECE subregions have led to decreases in agricultural productivity and thus economic resources. Accordingly, it is necessary to accord a high importance to addressing the acute social problems accompanying the process of economic transformation in the former centrally planned economies, and to this end it is important to elaborate targeted policies that incorporate sustainability to address these problems.

**Implications for peacebuilding strategies**

The lessons from transition have important implications for peacebuilding strategies. Economic governance is a relevant model practised by Northern Ireland, Poland and the subregions in their transition from poverty and instability to prosperity and security – although in the case of Northern Ireland there were practical difficulties in implementing effective institutions, while in Poland the institutional development took some time and was hampered by corruption. From these difficulties, a number of concerns have arisen as to the suitability of such an economic governance model.

**Shock therapy?**

How appropriate is this recipe for vulnerable societies wrecked by conflict and war. Would this therapy make matters worse not better?\textsuperscript{37} In countering this argument, it is important to recognize first that not all states in transition went through such a deep recession. Poland was selected as a case study but in the case of another transition economy, Slovenia, restructuring from manufacturing towards services and from large towards small enterprises was gradual. Social stability has remained an important characteristic of Slovenia and dramatic changes in ownership patterns were avoided.

Even though countries like Slovenia avoided this recession, it was real for others. However, in hindsight, even in those cases like Poland, recession did herald a period of sustained economic growth afterwards. Members of the public had a huge enthusiasm for the transformation, and as seen in elections in the early 1990s the recession did not threaten this commitment to the free market. True, if more attention had been paid to institutions and development of the human capital, market mechanisms could have been operational earlier and the worst effects of the recession could have been mitigated. Lifting the protection surround

\textsuperscript{36} In 2002 this line was of the order of $4.30 per person per day. More than 40 per cent existed below the international absolute poverty line of $2.15 per person per day at the same period.

\textsuperscript{37} Professor Mary Kaldor states reconstruction has to involve reform, but not necessarily along the lines of the standard transition formula. New Wars Old Wars; Organized Violence in a Globalized Era (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2006).
Ireland social dialogue was a critical new institution and with the necessary powers was swiftly and successfully put in place. In all cases change was introduced; mistakes were made but learned and the institutions were adjusted accordingly.

**Costly nation building?**

The second concern is whether while discounting a laissez-faire approach on the one hand, the lessons from transition point to another extreme, namely the need for institution and micro state building of a very costly kind. To answer this concern, it has to be admitted that institutions are important and there is a need to train people in new skills. Transition is not a quick fix. The state has an important and complicated role in providing the conditions for business and growth in general. Institutions, particularly enforcement institutions, are crucial to the environment for growth. Transition countries need an influx of lawyers and accountants to improve enforcement and to audit accounts for transparency, as well as institutions that record and register newly acquired property rights such as modern land registry offices, and independent judiciaries that can settle economic claims swiftly and efficiently.

But nor should this exercise be exaggerated. Countries in Eastern Europe changed remarkably quickly, within single generations where benefits have been realized. The critical challenge is enforcing property rights. This called for the enforcement of contracts and compensation in case of nationalization and these were the fundamental basics of transformation. In

But nor should this exercise be exaggerated. Countries in Eastern Europe changed remarkably quickly, within single generations where benefits have been realized. The critical challenge is enforcing property rights. This called for the enforcement of contracts and compensation in case of nationalization and these were the fundamental basics of transformation. In

---

38 Clearly defined property rights are central to the operation of any market economy. By laying down clear rules for the distribution of economic returns from property, they establish incentives for property owners to put their assets to the most productive use. Conversely, where clear property rights do not exist, uncertainty as to the ultimate ownerships of assets and their returns will tend to discourage investment whether by emerging domestic entrepreneurs or by foreign companies.
CHAPTER IV:

FIVE PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMIC GOVERNANCE IN PEACEBUILDING

The previous chapter highlighted a few countries’ experiences establishing economic governance systems, and drew relevant lessons for countries which have experienced war and conflict. We have distilled these experiences and lessons into five guiding principles of economic governance:

1. Effective institutions
2. Public participation / bottom-up approach
3. Transparency in financial management
4. Sustainable development
5. Regional focus

In this chapter, for each of the principles, we discuss:
- Indicators of success
- Nature of the challenge
- What needs to be done?
- How should it be done?

1. Building effective institutions is critical in the post-conflict phase.

*Efforts need to be made to build institutions and to ensure the development of human capital to make these institutions viable and effective.*

*Indicators of success*
- Legislation defining and protecting property rights
- Existence of independent auditing agencies and auditing offices
- Institutions that promote vertical linkages between civil society and government

*Challenge*

Institutions create order and trust between citizen and the government. Overall, they build confidence amongst the citizens and the international community in the validity and viability of the political system.

Institutions consist of the formal and informal procedures, norms, and “rules of the game” which bind the society together. The fragmentation of states during conflicts has tended to “delegitimize” state institutions in the eyes of their citizens. The key challenge is therefore to build effective institutions that can make states strong and credible in the eyes of their citizens.

*What needs to be done?*

The legal and regulatory framework and its enforcement should be established to define properly the “rules of the game”, of which the protection of property rights is the principal function. Clearly defined property rights are central to the operation of any market economy. By laying down clear rules for the distribution of economic returns from property, they establish incentives for property owners to put their assets to the most productive use.
Box 3: Importance of property rights in post-conflict countries

Post-conflict societies are characterized as “cultures of opportunism”, which holds back investment and economic recovery because of insecure property rights. With all people being “opportunists”, everyone is contesting who owns what and such uncertainty over ownership scares off investors. So the first thing to sort out, in order to develop a private sector as speedily as possible, is what property rights are. In Uganda in the 1990s the government set up special courts, bringing in foreign judges to try the contested claims, setting deadlines for submission for claims, and hearing and adjudicating the claim if the deadlines were met. If the deadline was missed the claim was no longer valid. This allowed for a very fast and very transparent adjudication. It was however politically painful. For example, in Uganda it meant giving property back to Asian Ugandans living in London and evicting African nurses from their homes. But on the other hand, the Ugandans got it through just in time for the coffee boom which happened in 1994, which enabled that coffee boom to be translated into big private investment. So, fix the property rights.


Conversely, where clear property rights do not exist, uncertainty as to the ultimate ownerships of assets and their returns will tend to discourage investment, whether by domestic or by foreign companies. This calls inter alia for the enforcement of contracts, compensation in case of nationalization, and an effective enforcement machinery of judges, police, customs, etc.

Institutions should be created which promote dialogue, innovative collaboration, and agreement between government and society on state-building tasks and economic strategies, including national parliaments, councils and other representative bodies, special committees and task forces.

Institutions are required that can develop the social capital of society that involve key stakeholders in the design and implementation of policy. Social capital consists of civic-minded citizens that look on problem solving not from a selfish perspective but from a public spirited one, seeking to accumulate social capital (e.g., networks and trust) to facilitate coordinated action, for the long-term benefit of all.39

Validating and auditing institutions should be established that demonstrate the fairness and justice of the system to public scrutiny. These institutions involve auditors, independent agencies and auditing offices as well as all types of media.

An efficient public administration is required to provide services to citizens and to regulate the environment in which business is done. This is accomplished by setting up a framework of standards and regulatory procedures in which companies operate.

How should it be done?

Not everything can be done at once and building institutional capacity takes time. Priorities should be made. In this regard, a starting point is the institutions and legal and regulatory frameworks that protect property rights and the “rules of the game”. Without certainty on the protection of private property the economy will not function effectively. The basic institutions – land registry offices, an independent competent court system, etc. – that solve disputes, recognize contracts, and enforce judicial decisions should be amongst the priority tasks.

[39] Just how beneficial this invisible form of capital can be is demonstrated by the stark contrast in economic and institutional performance between the northern and southern regions of Italy. In northern Italy, a virtuous circle exists. Social capital tends to accumulate, not deplete, when used (indeed it depletes when unused), and the northern regions display a self-reinforcing and cumulative reliance on trust, norms and networks. Because, for example, two firms participate together in a network, with clear norms as to how they should behave, they develop greater trust.
Challenge

In post-conflict recovery, local populations are often overlooked. In the economic transition process in Central and Eastern Europe, there was a tendency to ignore the voice of the local community. Primary attention was instead given to national administrations and to integrating international agencies and foreign advisers into the national systems. In many post-conflict situations, armies of consultants and non-governmental organizations (NGOs) arrive with “ready-made” recipes that tend to be accountable to donors rather than to the people they are meant to help.

Trust needs to be rebuilt. In the South-East European conflicts, many people felt they were not receiving sufficient support from their government and sought protection from within their ethnic group. Peacebuilding must focus on recreating trust between the government and citizens. This is not always easy, as authentic representatives of the people may be difficult to find in post-conflict situations.

What needs to be done?

Trust needs to be rebuilt. In the South-East European conflicts, many people felt they were not receiving sufficient support from their government and sought protection from within their ethnic group. Peacebuilding must focus on recreating trust between the government and citizens. This is not always easy, as authentic representatives of the people may be difficult to find in post-conflict situations.

FIVE PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMIC GOVERNANCE IN PEACEBUILDING

Although institutions are a priority, it takes time to develop institutions and other reforms cannot wait until institutions have been established and operational. It is therefore important to develop the human capacity that can work within effective institutions and the public administration, and to pay such personnel adequately so that they can achieve a high professional standard.

While this capacity is developing, it will be necessary to use external help and advice to solve the pressing problems that cannot wait until local staff has been trained.

2. Public participation is imperative in the design and implementation of economic policies.

Meaningful consultations and communication with the local population is imperative to rebuild trust that has been lost in conflict. Government policymaking should be “bottom-up” and should involve all opportunities to involve society in the design and implementation of economic policies and public private partnerships (PPPs).

Indicators of success

- Legislation supporting public participation in decision-making
- Involvement of key stakeholders in policymaking
- Existence of independent “think tanks” in policymaking.
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Challenge

In post-conflict recovery, local populations are often overlooked. In the economic transition process in Central and Eastern Europe, there was a tendency to ignore the voice of the local community. Primary attention was instead given to national administrations and to integrating international agencies and foreign advisers into the national systems. In many post-conflict situations, armies of consultants and non-governmental organizations (NGOs) arrive with “ready-made” recipes that tend to be accountable to donors rather than to the people they are meant to help.

What needs to be done?

Trust needs to be rebuilt. In the South-East European conflicts, many people felt they were not receiving sufficient support from their government and sought protection from within their ethnic group. Peacebuilding must focus on recreating trust between the government and citizens. This is not always easy, as authentic representatives of the people may be difficult to find in post-conflict situations.

...and to find a new start...

Peacekeeping has historically been geared towards ending conflict by accommodating parties and finding short-term solutions. However, a return to the old ways is not advisable. Clear new road maps and mechanisms are required to bring about effective functioning states and new fresh pathways must be found for new leaders and change to emerge.
can both rebuild trust and provide a more credible programme for reconstruction.

...and promote new forms of partnerships...

Although countries everywhere struggle with infrastructure gaps and deficits, post-conflict countries in particular lack the resources and capacity to meet the most basic infrastructure and public service needs. Such countries have poor water, sanitation and electric supply, inadequate communication, lack of investible capital and high risk associated with investment. PPPs can be an effective tool to meet the critical infrastructure and service needs in a timely and effective manner.

PPPs help to meet these needs by supporting the medium to long-term development of infrastructure and public services, a prerequisite to increasing state functionality.

...that are agents of change...

It is not simply the long-term nature of a PPP contract that contributes to long-term development goals, but the engagement of local citizenry and the market. The involvement of local actors can boost human capital and create positive externalities. In countries that have transformed themselves, groups of citizens have become stakeholders in the process, creating an incentive for orderly change and system stability. These stakeholders increasingly see state functionality as crucial to their interests.

Involvement of government entities in a PPP arrangement can also serve as a catalyst.
New conflicts have been funded by illegal payments, extraction of revenues from natural resources, black marketeering and extortion. Public utilities were used as a means to extract funds that were used by groups to further their own ends. The public knew of these illegal mechanisms and had themselves, to a certain extent, to use these same means in order to survive.

What needs to be done?

Controlling macroeconomic stability through more open and transparent control – sometimes by the creation of an independent central bank – is a critical ingredient for open and transparent financial management. Also essential is the removal of debt overhang. Companies that are being “supported” by loans made from state banks lack clear accountability.

Transparency allows the electorate to assess the government’s financial position and the true costs and benefits of government action. Similarly, private firms should provide information that is material to investors’ decisions. Greater transparency can be expected to lead to better-informed decisions in both the public and private sectors, contributing to better economic governance.

This, in turn, leads to improvements in resource allocation, macroeconomic stability, greater productivity of public expenditure, and higher credibility of public institutions.

There are also costs to improving transparency...

It is, however, no easy task to create transparency. One of the big problems in post-conflict peacebuilding is uncertainty of...
How should it be done?

Commitment to transparency requires opening up the books of government and enterprises alike to reveal the distribution of funding. Along with the armies of peace workers, agencies and NGOs, independent auditors and accountants should be recruited for the peacebuilding process.

Assistance should be provided in the framework of national programmes for recovery and reconstruction. It should contain clear targets for the main economic variables and for institutional changes, together with an account of how each government proposes to achieve its objectives. The programmes should be drawn up by national policymakers and should take into account national sensibilities, values and history rather than be driven by any standard international “one policy fits all” model.

The various national programmes should also be peer reviewed by a regional organization to avoid inconsistencies, encourage cooperation among the participating countries and provide a regional perspective on the provision of assistance.

…and achieve objective targets, while striving for transparent accountability

Ensuring clear targets, rewards for success, local ownership and independent auditors – all important elements in promoting transparency and accountability – will boost local participation and help support good economic governance.

4. Development must be sustainable.

Post-conflict recovery must address the conditions that threaten “human security”, including poverty, access to natural resources and natural disasters. This can
only be done through an integrated response that links peace, security and long-term sustainable development.

**Indicators of success**

- Legislation on environmental protection
- Ratification of multilateral environmental agreements, such as the Aarhus Convention
- Linking environmental and economic governance.

**Challenge**

Environmental insecurity is a major concern in post-conflict societies. Environmental degradation is undermining security and stability in the UNECE region, mainly in the Caucasus, Central Asia and South-East Europe. Economic decline, coupled with governance failures, leads to the degradation of natural resources such as agricultural land, water and forests. Outbreaks of epidemics, shortage of water for consumption and irrigation, and degradation of pasture pose a threat to security. Infrastructure is in disrepair hindering access to safe drinking water. Moreover, inequities are often exacerbated by these conditions. The challenge for countries emerging from conflict remains to increase the economic welfare and well-being of society, while at the same time reducing the impacts on the environment that threaten human security.

**What needs to be done?**

There is a view that government polices in post-conflict settings cannot afford to take into account sustainable development. But such a view is too short-sighted. Mismanagement of natural resources undermines the economic growth and development necessary for peace and stability. Moreover, social tensions that arise from factors such as poverty and inequitable distribution of income and wealth are exacerbated by mismanagement of resources. Sound environmental management practices must therefore be put into place from the beginning.

Three major factors have driven the upsurge in sustainable development awareness that have taken the debate and actions to a new level worldwide:

- A deeper understanding of the threats and challenges, including security issues, arising from massive natural-resource exploitation – forests, minerals, marine environment and associated ecosystems
- A growing awareness among all actors of the economic and social threats posed by global warming, and
- A growing appreciation among the policy, business and investment communities that sustainable development forms part of good economic governance at all levels. Furthermore, it is increasingly viewed as an effective way to protect and grow economic assets over the long-term in a complex globalized marketplace.

**How should it be done?**

Environmental policies should be designed and implemented through participation with civil society in order to ensure greater effectiveness. An integrated, holistic and long-term approach is a priority. Successful environmental policies require a coordinated and integrated approach, for example, transport, environment and health have linkages. In a post-conflict setting, they require institutional arrangements that allow ministries to collaborate on common goals, such as urban air pollution, congestion, and sustainable infrastructure development.
Significant investments and PPPs can improve the environment. Many cities are addressing climate change by devising new forms of collaboration with the private sector e.g. turning water into energy and reducing green house gas emissions.

The restoration of the environment and ecosystem recovery take a long time and will not be fully achieved without international cooperation and assistance.

5. A regional focus can be advantageous.

Peacebuilding should have a regional focus to bring neighbouring countries into cooperation pacts, not as a desirable “add on” but as an intrinsic component of a national peacebuilding strategy.

Indicators of success

- The number of international conventions signed
- Membership of regional cooperation bodies
- Number of agreements implemented as part of membership and obligations to regional economic organizations.

Challenge

The solutions proposed in resolving conflicts are generally nation-state based, whereas the effects and spoils of war are transboundary and cross-border. The challenge is to develop regional approaches to peacebuilding that can achieve real benefits.

What needs to be done?

The new types of internal war are based on “broken” states, where people’s primary loyalty has shifted to their own groups. These loyalties extend beyond the borders. Contacts are made with fellow members in other countries who often help with finance and other support. Neighbouring states also tend to be major bearers of the costs of new wars, having to accept refugees and displaced persons. These refugees are an immense economic burden on countries that accept them.42

Even though these new wars have no clear boundaries, they tend to have regional dimensions and often involve minorities who live in different places. Most situations of severe insecurity are located in regional clusters, yet most peacebuilding efforts today are focused on the nation-state.

How should it be done?

A good focus for regional cooperation is solving technical problems, thereby avoiding confrontation over more sensitive political issues. After the Second World War, Europe focused on technical issues of economic recovery, for example on building an adequate supply of steel and coal. Coalitions of experts from different countries came together to discuss problems and seek innovative solutions. Solving technical problems created expert constituencies across borders from former belligerent states. In time, the activity took on a momentum of its own. Europe has thus pioneered a successful approach to peacebuilding: the so-called “functionalist” approach.

---

42 Up to a million Azeri refugees from Nagorno-Karabakh in Azerbaijan, or the Georgian internally displaced persons (IDPs) from Abkhazia in Georgia or the refugees and IDPs in the former Yugoslav republics all constitute a severe economic burden and also a source of political pressure for radical action.
The functionalist approach…
This functionalist approach was behind the creation of the EU itself. The creation of the Economic and Steel Community was based on a functionalist approach – securing cooperation between a few states on the technical issue of supply of coal and steel to rebuild war-torn Europe. Its success led to the creation of a supranational agency that gave birth to the idea for the European Union, which applied the same principle to other sectors. By binding former countries together in economic, technical cooperation, it made any return to conflict both unthinkable and materially impossible.

...still has relevance today
For Greece, Turkey is a natural and familiar area for expansion of its activities. For Turkey, Greece is a door to Europe and the West. But Greece and Turkey have had recent territorial disputes and questions of airspace. By forging cooperation among experts on technical issues such as trade, tourism and transport, new actors and networks are creating common interests and a new dynamic for the development of further schemes. As a result, “soft issue” cooperation has positive spillover effects. Technical cooperation in economic, tourist or civil society areas can lead to eventual agreement on more controversial security matters.
Chapter V: "Old Wars", "New Wars": The Nature of Current Military/Peacebuilding Interventions

The previous chapter has outlined a set of five principles of economic governance based on the experience of transition states. But how relevant are these principles for making states effective in modern day conflicts and peacebuilding interventions? This chapter seeks to answer this question by first discussing the nature of the 'new wars' in recent times, and then secondly exploring the salience of these principles in current peacebuilding operations in one such operation, Afghanistan.

The nature of new conflicts...

Since the 1990s, the conflicts that engulfed the Balkans, Central Asia and the Caucasus were typical of the "new wars" that have replaced the old style inter-state conflicts as main risks to security and peace. These new internal wars were not of opposing armies belonging to specific nation-states, whose aim was to capture large tracks of land in pitched battles. Rather, they were local events, with different sorts of actors: paramilitaries, local warlords, mercenaries, criminal gangs, including breakaway groups from regular armies.

Such internal conflicts, even when engaging a relatively small number of armed combatants, tended to inflict large-scale suffering (civilian casualties, refugees and other displaced people) and considerable economic costs, which spilled over into and destabilized neighbouring states.43

These new wars – internal, fragmented and local, and their associated economic characteristics, socially devastating and criminally inducing – draws quite heavily on research and publications which analyze conflicts in Africa and Asia.44 The wars in the ECE area too were rather similar. However there were some variations. The conflicts in the 1990s were largely the results of the disintegration of two multi-ethnic states – the Soviet Union and Yugoslavia. And while there emerged weak, fragile states and related economic problems, in many cases this was not the case (e.g. Croatia, Slovenia, Macedonia, Montenegro, Azerbaijan or even Armenia). Where the conclusions do hold true in the ECE region such as the case of Tajikistan, they resulted not so much from the collapse of the Soviet Union but from the spill-over of instability in Afghanistan.

These new types of war gave birth to a “politics of identity”, where groups owe loyalty not to the nation-state but to their own tradition, culture, language, etc. Identity-based politics tends to be regressive, backward looking and exclusive. At best, it involves psychological discrimination against those labelled differently; at worst, it leads to population expulsions and genocide.

Nature of “new war” economies

The “new war” economy that evolved was characterized by the collapse of local production, high unemployment and strong...
By contrast, the “new wars” are distinguished by the fragmentation and decline of national state power and the emergence of inter-ethnic, tribal and local antipathies. National armies fragment and various sorts of armed groups take their place, sometimes trained by external powers. Economic production typically collapses.

As the new conflicts cannot rely on finance from national sources, such as taxation, they are being financed instead either from outside the country or by illegal activity inside. An informal economy surfaces in which external flows, especially humanitarian assistance and remittances from abroad, are integrated into local and regional economies based on asset transfer and extra-legal trading (see Figure 2).

Support for the “new wars” is derived from external assistance. This assistance would usually include remittances from the diaspora, support from neighbouring governments, illegal trade in arms and drugs, and human trafficking. Countries emerging from these conflicts were weak economies, what economists describe as “rent seeking”, where there is little investment in manufacturing, little growth and only a small cake to divide.

**The financing of the “new wars”**

The financing of war has changed as the nature of conflict has changed. Up to the middle of the twentieth century, the “old wars” mobilized vast production networks according to principles of autarchy, centralization and national control. Resources from national economic production were paid for weapons, uniforms and supplies of vast national conscript armies and to sustain the national war effort, supported by the majority of the nation’s citizens.

By contrast, the “new wars” are distinguished by the fragmentation and decline of national state power and the emergence of inter-ethnic, tribal and local antipathies. National armies fragment and various sorts of armed groups take their place, sometimes trained by external powers. Economic production typically collapses.

**“Drugs and thugs”**

As the new conflicts cannot rely on finance from national sources, such as taxation, they are being financed instead either from outside the country or by illegal activity inside. An informal economy surfaces in which external flows, especially humanitarian assistance and remittances from abroad, are integrated into local and regional economies based on asset transfer and extra-legal trading (see Figure 2).

Direct assistance from foreign governments, protection money from producers...
to portray the goals and motivations of the group involved in the conflict, sometimes harking back to the alleged injustices caused to the group in the past. Thus, it could be argued that the principal motivation for these types of conflicts is indeed that of “grievance”, of groups that are fighting for the interests of ethnic groups which have ideological and religious motivations, and which overall raises the cry of freedom. Are not in fact these political, ideological and religious factors the main rationales for the new civil conflicts?

This is evidenced in a number of conflicts that have taken place. When fear intensifies, it tends to spread beyond borders. Links are created with members of the same groups in other countries and in neighbouring countries. These identity-based groups, whether defined in terms of their language, religion or some other form of differentiation, are funded by wealthier supporters, some of whom can even provide semi-permanent services such as education and health to the group. Furthermore, it can be argued that with the power of the state in decline and its ability to provide both welfare and security to its people disappearing, a strengthened “group

Box 4: Criminality in Bosnia and Herzegovina

“Key players in the covert acquisition and distribution of supplies during wartime have emerged as the nouveau riche ‘criminal elites’ with close ties to the government and nationalist political parties.”


Criminality is pervasive…

Those who have derived economic benefits during conflict, not least from sanctions regimes (such as the mafias in Kosovo and in Bosnia and Herzegovina) managed to consolidate their power in the fragile post-conflict environment by expanding control over the local economy and political processes.

“Cry freedom”?

At the same time, many of the actors in such wars do use the language of “grievance”
Economic interests often have a stake in sustaining the status quo and avoiding solutions. During an armed conflict, some groups will emerge that can only live by violence and may live quite well. With no interest in peace, they are invariably strong political opponents of any peace settlement. Accordingly...

New wars are linked to the financial and economic conditions prevailing in failing states, the crime and corruption, informal, extra-legal nature of transactions and a "drugs and thugs" culture. "Greed" not "grievance" is typically foremost in the minds of the leaders and the soldiers in these new conflicts.

To sum up...

This brief analysis explains that a state collapse metaphor - crumbling institutions, greed, crime and corruption, the decline of national loyalties and the attachment to group loyalties instead - is the main rationale for new wars. Accordingly, the economic governance principles designed to make states effective in such breakdowns, that is, the building of institutions, bringing people and communities into the process of nation building, the.

45 Of course, not all breakdowns in state hegemony degenerate into inter-ethnic conflicts. Even in the worst cases of internal conflicts, there have been oases of multicultur- alism and inter-ethnic cooperation within war zones. The town of Tuzla in Bosnia and Herzegovina represents one celebrated example. But in isolation, these islands of civil- ity were difficult to preserve. Nevertheless, the fragmentary and decentralized character of the new warfare made examples such as Tuzla possible.

46 Paul Collier, The Bottom Billion: Why the Poorest Countries are Falling into War and What Can be Done about It (Oxford University Press, 2007).
not completely destroyed, and the survivors sought sanctuary across the Pakistan border.

The Bonn Conference of December 2001 laid out a constitutional, electoral and judicial road-map for Afghanistan’s future, and established an International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) to assist with security initially in and around Kabul. Arrangements for non-military assistance and reconstruction were also put in place. These measures were given United Nations authority by virtue of Security Council Resolution 1386. The coalition main effort then switched to Iraq. However, by late 2005 it had become clear that more needed to be done, not least in expanding ISAF’s area of operations to include the country as a whole. The United Nations agreed that NATO would act on its behalf, with the coalition forces engaged on counter-terrorist operations eventually integrating with ISAF into a single command structure.

The strategic purpose of the international force is to prevent Afghanistan from reverting to a training centre for global terrorism. As with other interventions, the purported objective is to help the country move to a better future. It is to achieve a country that is stable, at peace with itself and its neighbours, with a representative government, embedded institutions effective security forces, refugees returned home, reconstruction and economic regeneration in progress, all underpinned by the rule of law.

**Key objective**

The background to the involvement in Afghanistan of the United Nations, North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) and the coalition goes back to the immediate aftermath of the attacks on the United States on September 11, 2001. It became clear that the al-Qa’eda perpetrators had trained and prepared themselves in Afghanistan. It was also clear that the then Taliban regime had at least acquiesced in, even actively encouraged, these preparations. The coalition rapidly took military action to remove that regime. Much of the fighting on the ground was conducted by Afghans themselves. The Taliban was swiftly defeated – but it was

Afghanistan: an example of a peacebuilding operation?

The principles of economic governance for making states effective are also highly salient in today’s typical peacebuilding operations. Afghanistan has been wracked by conflicts and weakened economic performance for decades. Its institutions have been damaged or destroyed and its civil society weakened and traumatized. The following looks at the background to the current peacebuilding operations, the objective of the intervention and then the salience of each of the economic governance principles to the challenges being faced by the current Afghan Government and the international community in restoring peace.

**Background**

The background to the involvement in Afghanistan of the United Nations, North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) and the coalition goes back to the immediate aftermath of the attacks on the United States on September 11, 2001. It became clear that the al-Qa’eda perpetrators had trained and prepared themselves in Afghanistan. It was also clear that the then Taliban regime had at least acquiesced in, even actively encouraged, these preparations. The coalition rapidly took military action to remove that regime. Much of the fighting on the ground was conducted by Afghans themselves. The Taliban was swiftly defeated – but it was

1. Effective institutions

Afghanistan is strongly challenged by the problem of reforming its institutions. The
people do not trust the legal system, the courts or the police. The public administration is ineffective. The challenge is how to reform these institutions quickly and build a stable state that attracts the loyalty of the citizens. Some specific issues relate to the different categories of institutions required:

(i) Legal and regulatory issues
The rule of law in Afghanistan is ineffectual because there lacks sufficiently established structures to safeguard and enforce its implementation. Justice rehabilitation and reform requires true Afghan ownership while international support needs to be based on an understanding of the complex legal framework applicable in Afghanistan, particularly with regard to the relationship between formal and informal justice systems. Currently, there are few legal professionals comprehensively trained in these different systems and no tradition of “practicing law”, which impedes access to justice, particularly for disadvantaged groups. There needs therefore to be a major emphasis on legal education to generate the necessary capacity for a well-functioning judicial system.

(ii) Social partners / community groups
While the state should provide for its people, the people should also be willing and capable of contributing to the state. Checks and balances against the powers of the state should be developed through regular traditional negotiation structures such as the Loya Jirgah, helping to ensure that the relationship between Afghan civil society and the central state becomes one of mutual engagement rather than distrust.

(iii) Social capital networking and trust
Institutions that broker negotiation will be to no avail without the creation of the networks of trust and of the social capital. But this is lacking, as can be illustrated by relations between the centre and the periphery and over the question of taxation. The distance between Kabul and the regions of Afghanistan is not only geographical but also perceptual. To many in remote areas Kabul remains far away, particularly in view of the limited impact its politics exert on their day-to-day life. In economic terms, centre–periphery relations remain an area of continuous political concern, given the local revenues raised and kept by local leaders. Only a fraction of the tax revenues raised locally is handed over to the central authorities. Revenues generated in connection with illicit crop production and trade in narcotics undermine the central government’s ability to compete with local warlords, who can easily attract local allegiances by offering the financial basis for community survival.

(iv) Auditing and validating
There are few if any effective auditing institutions and this particularly hampers the widespread perception that money flowing into the country in the form of aid is being used for other purposes. This was especially true in 2001 when the required competence among civil servants was virtually nonexistent. International technical assistance flowed into the vacuum at a rate that the government was largely unable to plan for, or effectively control and coordinate. Some leaders have observed that there is little to show for the estimated US $1.6 billion that has been spent on technical assistance since 2002.

Public scrutiny needs to address the opium trade. Afghanistan is now almost the world’s sole producer of illicit opium, and most of it comes from Helmand. In southern Afghanistan it means warlords with bloated opium profits, a spiralling addiction problem, and an opportunity for Taliban gunmen to recruit angry farmers who object to
2. Public participation

Multiple aid agencies have taken on the challenge of bottom-up, alternative, community-based initiatives. However, lessons from the past show that one should not assume that these approaches will automatically have a cumulative effect. In some cases agencies have tended to avoid working with the authorities at the national level, and efforts in all sectors have remained highly localized. Moreover, community-based approaches tend to overestimate the capacity of “civil society” to influence unaccountable forms of leadership, which in some areas have come to power through force. The Government’s National Solidarity Programme, as a community development initiative, is designed to remedy these problems.

Too often, the international community fails to recognize or value existing community level structures and civil society initiatives and insists instead on creating new ones. Additionally, the dilemma facing Afghanistan is that there has not been a neutral space for debate to shape a national development vision, or for intellectuals and development professionals to gather, think, discuss and plan. Learning from the many examples of resilience and survival, listening to people and analysing past practices, while conducting a political economic analysis of aid actions and the economy at large, will enable agencies to make significant contributions to development and democracy in Afghanistan.

3. Financial transparency

The public has little trust in leaders and government institutions. Despite positive rhetoric, the Government has not initiated international efforts to eradicate their trade. The Taliban offer protection to farmers’ opium crops from government eradicators, a 10 per cent “tax”, which is usually paid willingly.

(v) Public administration

Overall there is a desperate shortage of skilled workers. Hospitals lack doctors, entrepreneurs are rare, and the government cannot find enough, experienced civil servants, especially for the dangerous provinces. With no private sector to absorb redundant workers, shrinking the public sector or alternatively paying competitive salaries has been challenging for the government. As a result, many skilled and competent employees have sought jobs with the United Nations, embassies and the aid community, creating a brain drain of dwindling human resources.
action in the face of widespread and entrenched corruption. Although the Bonn accord stressed accountability of public organizations, the political process that followed stressed representation from all quarters above accountability, and peace before justice. Institutional disarray and in-fighting within government, and lack of strong government leadership to confront corruption, has resulted in the widely held view that corruption is being ignored or tacitly allowed. Moreover since 2001, no senior figures have been arrested for corruption, and no transparent budgetary process has been established.

4. Sustainable development

Governments face a challenge in improving environment security, first with developing sustainable livelihoods and the eradication of the opium production. But policy in the south of the country has failed. Hundreds of millions of pounds have been spent over the last five years, the United Kingdom contributing £262 million, the United States about $1.6 billion (£800m). Yet United Nations figures show that opium production increased by 34 per cent in 2007 and more than doubled in the last two years.

The primary reason for the failure is insecurity. Opium cultivation has continued due to the pressure exerted by the Taliban, who “tax” every aspect of the poppy crop. In more secure provinces, in the north and centre, more success has been seen in reducing opium cultivation. Moreover, water and air quality is equally poor. Access to safe drinking water is dismal. Insecurity of natural capital, such as water, land, forest and land, is pervasive. A systems for management and reform of land tenure needs to be established.

5. Regional focus

The conflict has a regional dimension. It is of strategic importance to the international community that Pakistan is involved as part of regional efforts to bringing stability to the region. As long as Taliban fighters have sanctuary across the border, there is no military solution. A stable Afghanistan needs a prosperous and stable Pakistan. Terrorism is a threat to both countries and a key focus is to bring development to the border areas, in particular in order to defuse the support for terrorism.

Conclusion

These principles allow for an assessment to be made on the progress in peacebuilding in the country.

The weakness of institutions, corruption, and human insecurity as a result of environmental degradation are still major challenges to overcome before real progress can be made in peacebuilding. However such an assessment may be overly gloomy. From a human security perspective it should be noted that the war still only affects a specific region – the south – while other regions do enjoy peace, and some progress in social development can be observed in social development with more children attending school, etc.

This being said, there are two areas where there are particular grounds for concern in Afghanistan’s capability to make progress in building a sustainable peace. The first is in the protection of property rights and the establishment of a legal and regulatory framework. By failing to establish the “rule of law”, businesses have still incentive to invest, thus keeping the economy dependent on external support and trade in opium.
But this challenge should not be exaggerated. Lawyers and judges can be trained. There are several international institutes like the International Development Law Organization in Rome that can provide training support so that skills can be developed eventually within the country. Different legal systems too can co-exist and still be effective.

The second challenge is more intractable. It concerns the fact that Afghanistan not does have a regional body capable of providing it with an anchor and an incentive to reform. Comparisons with the role of the EU in Europe are especially odious. The role of the EU was critical in the success of transition and making states effective through economic governance. Prior to entry, the Commission organized regular evaluations of progress in achieving economic governance. No such incentive exists for Afghanistan, no peer pressure, no solidarity with other states in the region. It is indeed ironic that while the EU is a considerable contributor of valuable technical assistance to Afghanistan, it is unable to provide the country with what it really needs, namely the prospect of eventual membership of the European Union.

On a positive note, however, Afghanistan has recently joined the United Nations Special Programme for the Economies of Central Asia (SPECA), a joint effort between the UNECE and United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (UNESCAP) to strengthen subregional cooperation in Central Asia and its integration into the world economy.
CHAPTER VI:

HOW UNECE SUPPORTS THE PRINCIPLES: ACTIONS BUILDING PEACE

This chapter gives examples of how UNECE contributes to peacebuilding through its actions that support the five principles. We have purposely called these “actions building peace” to convey some real deliverables that can change things ‘on the ground’ and address the real challenges faced by those who are currently working in peacebuilding operations around the world, not just within the UNECE region.

Principle 1: Effective institutions

Focus

UNECE’s actions are focused in three areas of institution building.

- Promoting secure property rights (legal and regulatory institutions)
- Developing innovative partnerships (PPPs)
- Creating a top quality professional public administration

Actions

Property rights/legal and regulatory institutions

Titling land ownership

UNECE’s work has developed capacity within governments of land administration offices that provide proof or “title” to ownership to owners of land. It has a unique network of land registry offices including in transition economies, many of which were established during the course of the transition to market economies. Through this network, the UNECE Working Party on Land Administration has developed best practice guidebooks and undertaken technical assistance work to raise the standards and services of registry offices in the region, also providing support to other agencies around the world seeking to establish well functioning land titling offices.

Creating real estate markets

The land registry offices provide security of ownership and help to create the value that flows from secure ownership. Another link in the chain is the laws on mortgages which allow the banks and other institutions to create value from trading interests in land. The UNECE experience during the time of transition shows that western bankers, whilst anxious to help the economies emerging from the central planning approach, nevertheless found the risks were far too high – particularly in regard to the uncertainties that prevailed with title to land and enforcement of rights to property.

After discussions with emerging economies, it was increasingly seen that the development of land rights and the ability to trade such rights in a functioning market
in real estate, thereby releasing capital (whether through sale, using the land as security for a loan, or creating an income stream), was a significant, and missing, accelerator of economic growth, with all the social benefits attendant on that growth.

Through its Real Estate Advisory Group and its Working Party on Land Administration, UNECE helps countries develop and acquire skills needed to create a functioning real estate market.

**Promoting property rights for the poor**

One of the problems of transition was that in a period of institutional uncertainty many assets were only owned informally. Administrative rules and high taxation also drove business into the extra-legal sector. Borrowing some of the lessons from the work of Peruvian economist Hernando de Soto, UNECE argued that formalizing property rights, titles, providing legal documents to ownership could help those in the informal sector to transform their assets into value generating assets. As de Soto showed, property is held by the poor – land, dwellings, different types of small-scale economic activities – but in a defective form, that is, not in the representational legal form recognized by the formal financial sector, of banks and insurance companies. “The poor have houses, but not titles, crops but not deeds, businesses but not statutes of incorporation.” By enacting property laws, giving rights, and title, the poor can escape their dependency on the informal sector and use their property as collateral to access the formal financial institutions. This also is of help to banks that will benefit from the pooling of more savings, and the tapping of new markets.

Given the strong evidence that giving the poor property rights can be associated with the alleviation of poverty, UNECE took an important initiative in linking its work on property rights to the Millennium Development Goals, specifically poverty alleviation. In 2005 a number of countries including Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, Sweden, Canada, and the United Kingdom, in cooperation with UNDP and UNECE, launched a proposal calling for the creation of the first international initiative focused specifically on the link between the informal economy and poverty. To do so, they drafted a document broadly outlining the problem of informality and the desired objectives of what has become the Commission on Legal Empowerment of the Poor. In this respect, the Commission under Hernando de Soto and Madeleine Albright and eminent persons prepared a road map on how governments could introduce institutions to secure property rights. This project also produced specific programmes such as the establishment of special third party arbitration courts in the CIS that solved land disputes and were specifically designed for and made accessible to the poor in rural areas.

---

**Innovative partnerships – Public Private Partnerships**

A focus of the UNECE’s Committee on Economic Cooperation and Integration (CECI) is to promote public-private partners for improving infrastructure and public services. The key challenge in promoting the use of the PPP model is the lack of skills within governments to launch successful programmes. UNECE has prepared best practice guidelines on promoting good governance in PPPs. Using the guidelines as a
basis, it is preparing “training the trainers” modules that can build local capacity to transfer the skills to agencies in transition economies to undertake PPPs. These modules refer to policy and critical issues in PPPs – organizing an effective PPP programme within governments, creating the right legal and regulatory framework; the delivery and skills requires at each stage of the PPP project cycle – writing a PPP business case, evaluating and allocating risks, procuring a partner, and contract compliance and performance monitoring; and teaching the specific skills needed for projects across different sectors such as transport, health, education, energy, etc.

**Building effective public administrations**

One of the impacts of UNECE Conventions is the setting of standards which public administrations must attain to implement the agreement. Accordingly the UNECE offers capacity building to public officials to improve the implementation of their Conventions. One example was the Project on Capacity Building for Air Quality Management and the Application of Clean Coal Combustion Technologies in Central Asia (CAPACT), funded by the United Nations Development Account and carried out over a three-year period between 2004 and 2007. The objective of the project was to strengthen the capacity of air quality management institutions in Central Asia to implement the UNECE Convention on Long-Range Transboundary Air Pollution (see Box 9 below) and its protocols as well as to promote the application of appropriate clean coal combustion technologies for heat and power generation from solid fuels.

A series of capacity-building workshops were organized in Kazakhstan providing hands-on training to Central Asian experts on air pollution monitoring, modelling and the development of air emission inventories. In addition, the project succeeded in strengthening subregional cooperation, including between the United Nations Environment Programme and Asian and European air pollution monitoring programmes. Work continues on the implementation of the Convention and its Protocols in Central Asia through an EECCA Action Plan that is driven by the Convention’s main policy arm, the Working Group on Strategies and Review. The Action Plan seeks to encourage EECCA countries to ratify and implement the Convention and helps them to formulate specific capacity-building and training activities to
improve their air quality management and environmental governance.

Addressing the challenges

One of the challenges that peacebuilding missions typically face is the need to link capacity building with poverty alleviation. The programme of formalizing property rights and creating institutions in titling land can assist in formalizing rights and create the basis for creating value to assets of the poor.

Another challenge is that capacity building is often synonymous with episodic workshops by technical experts flown in for a few days. The question is therefore how to sustain institutional capacity building. The UNECE recognizes the need to focus on delivering training through host country institutions and thus its training modules on PPPs are intended to be used by local trainers to build local training capacity to deliver relevant and continuous training.

A third challenge is how to measure progress in building capacity for peacebuilding. This is a difficult challenge with no simple solutions. However the UNECE Conventions do set standards for public administrations to reach a number of technical areas, and by training these administrations to implement the Conventions they provide a benchmark by which to measure progress in the attainment of the necessary capacity with respect to these tasks.

On the ground, peacebuilding agencies also lack the knowledge and experiences on which to build capacity building programmes. In response, UNECE’s long-term focus on the economic and environmental spheres, as well as its normative, convention-based and technical work in energy, trade and transport, brings a powerful store of knowledge and experience that can be used by the peacebuilding community in its efforts to build local institutional capacity for peace and security.

The cross-sectoral capability of UNECE’s work also brings advantages in terms of integrated thinking. UNECE’s work in transport, on the economic and environmental dimensions of security, and in relation to efforts to boost analytical capabilities behind economic research, specifically within SPECA, are all examples of cross-sectoral capacity-building and knowledge-sharing that support the foundations of peace.

Principle 2: Public participation and bottom-up approach

Focus

UNECE’s actions in support of this principle are focused on:
• The Aarhus Convention
• Gender issues

The Aarhus Convention – the importance of citizen rights

Perhaps the most far-reaching example of an initiative under the auspices of UNECE is the Convention on Access to Information, Public Participation in Decision-making and Access to Justice in Environmental Matters. Known as the “Aarhus Convention”, it gives the right to members of the public to participate in decisions on whether to permit proposed projects.

Aarhus Centres have been set up in several countries in Eastern Europe and Central Asia, including Armenia, Azerbaijan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Ukraine and Uzbekistan. These Centres, some of which have received support from OSCE, are designed to provide a bridge between governments...
Box 6: The Aarhus Convention – the importance of citizens’ rights

The UNECE Convention on Access to Information, Public Participation in Decision-making and Access to Justice in Environmental Matters (“Aarhus Convention”) links environmental rights and human rights and, as such, occupies a pivotal position linking two of the important foundations of peacebuilding. More than just an environmental agreement, it is also about government accountability, transparency and responsiveness, and links accountability with environmental governance. Adopted on 25 June 1998, the Convention entered into force on 30 October 2001. As of April 2008 it has been ratified by 40 countries. Furthermore, the European Community has ratified the Convention.

and civil society. They are meant to complement existing official information sources while being closer to and more easily accessible for “real users”. The Centres primarily facilitate access to information and provide a venue for meetings. In some countries their activities have also included assisting citizens to participate in environmental decision-making and, to a lesser extent, gain access to justice.

This Convention is a significant achievement, enabling citizens to be properly consulted in environmental decision-making – a bottom-up approach that effectively links governments to the people. The Convention contributes to more democratic, integrated societies, thereby facilitating peacebuilding from the bottom up.

Former United Nations Secretary-General Kofi Annan, commenting on the Aarhus Convention, said:

“Although regional in scope, the significance of the Aarhus Convention is global. It is by far the most impressive elaboration of principle 10 of the Rio Declaration, which stresses the need for citizens’ participation in environmental issues and for access to information on the environment held by public authorities. As such, it is the most ambitious venture in the area of environmental democracy so far undertaken under the auspices of the United Nations.”

UNECE continues to develop links with non-governmental actors, local communities and ordinary citizens, encouraging governments to undertake “bottom-up” approaches. A new focus, for example, of the Aarhus Convention is to use IT tools and methods (such as e-government) to bring people into the process, and thus to maximize public participation.

Gender issues

Post-conflict economic recovery, especially at local level, is often in the hands of women. As remaining heads of households, their economic independence is vital in the reconstruction period. A gender-sensitive approach also reduces the risk of new conflicts and instability, which are often linked to the tendency of young males to engage in criminal activities in depressed economic environments. And it gives women a public role in rebuilding market institutions and peace.

UNECE has begun to promote gender-sensitive economic policies through disseminating good practices and organizing capacity-building workshops for policymakers on such subjects as small and medium-sized enterprises, business associations and women entrepreneurship; contributing to building a gender-sensitive information society; and developing methodologies, collecting gender-disaggregated data, and training on gender statistics. Other initiatives include: a project financed through the United Nations Development Account on mainstreaming gender into economic policies to reach the Millennium Development Goals in Central Asia and the Caucasus.
Addressing the challenges

One of the critical challenges facing peacebuilding operations is to create vertical links throughout all levels (government, local authorities, civil society, and NGOs/community-based organizations) as typically such links are either non-existing or rudimentary. Strengthening these vertical relationships need particular attention in order to ensure that peacebuilding related decisions are being translated throughout all strata of the society. The Aarhus Convention does provide a framework so that linkages are made from the top to the level of ordinary citizens and thus if such a convention is effectively implemented, this concern can be addressed.

That being said, work needs to continue on promoting public participation. For example, although the Aarhus Convention has an impressive 41 Parties, a significant number of UNECE member States, including some of the larger ones, have yet to ratify it.

Also, some member States continue to resist involving grassroots and other non-governmental actors. And some of the technical groups argue that due to the technical nature of the activities, there is no point in involving people who may not be able to grasp the complexities. But as they are the intended beneficiaries of this technical work, UNECE believes that they ought to be able to participate in the discussions on issues that concern them.

The United Nations procedures and rules, moreover, remain strict on including non-governmental bodies in negotiations and discussions at intergovernmental meetings. For UNECE, this is another challenge in taking forward the “bottom-up” approach.

Principle 3: Financial transparency

Focus

UNECE activities on transparency in economic and fiscal management focus on:

Statistics

A lack of transparency in financial dealings, whether within the public or private sector, can foster conditions for unrest and heightened tension, possibly leading to violent conflict. From the mid-1990s onwards, a series of global financial crises, although differing in nature, has shown that opaque, poorly regulated and unpredictable companies, markets and economies, will result in episodic periods of volatility.

In conflict-prone regions, an upsurge in tension fuelled by financial crisis may contribute to outbreaks of violent conflict. Financial crises, whether through a government’s poor handling of the economy or stemming from predatory behaviour or malfeasance within the financial services sector, capture headlines, fuel social and political resentment, and can exacerbate underlying tensions within a society.

The turbulence in global financial markets catalyzed by the United States sub-prime
credit crunch confirms the lessons learned during the earlier crisis periods.

Making the “non-observed” nature of the economy more observable

Conflicts often flourish in underground, illegal, or informal economies. While UNECE is not a financial institution, its activities nevertheless play an important role in promoting transparency and sound financial management, through the work on statistics and on economic cooperation and integration.

Actions

UNECE support for improved financial sector oversight and performance primarily stems from capacity-building in national statistics — a vital ingredient of sound financial management and performance.

UNECE’s statistical work fosters transparency in financial management by assisting governments to improve data collection and to diffuse information on government performance. It also helps statistical offic-
Bringing governments together to formulate environmental policy and support its implementation by organizing seminars, workshops and advisory missions and providing a forum for sharing experiences and good practices.

It also leads the “Environment for Europe” Ministerial process.

Undertaking environmental performance reviews, UNECE assesses individual countries’ efforts to reduce pollution and manage their natural resources, and makes recommendations to improve their environmental performance.

Addressing the challenges

The Environmental Performance Reviews provide an external assessment of what a country is doing, reconciling its environ
mental and economic targets and meeting its international environmental commitments. Started in 1996, it involves an expert team of reviewers who assess how countries are performing to reduce their overall pollution burden, manage their natural resources, integrate environmental and socioeconomic policies, adjust and implement their environmental strategies and policies, and strengthen international cooperation. The reviews provide concrete but non-binding recommendations to governments, which the countries may implement if they wish. The programme is voluntary – undertaken only at the request of the country itself – and involves country visits and assessments.

To date 23 countries have been reviewed and the second round of reviews has begun. While the first round analysed how the environment is managed, the second round will analyse environmental governance, implementation and financing of environmental policies. It will also examine how environmental concerns are integrated into economic sectors and how sustainable development is being promoted. Before the second round of reviews, countries must submit a report on how the recommendations have been implemented since the first review.

A further challenge is growing tensions in post-conflict countries over land and water that have a risk of flaring up into renewed conflicts and indeed wars. Within the region, cooperation on water problems started under the auspices of UNECE in the early 1970s. The Water Convention covers dispute avoidance and dispute settlement mechanisms, including guidance for transboundary notification that fosters good practice of transboundary water management.

Box 10: THE PEP: A unique policy platform linking transport, environment and health

Throughout the 1990s, the continuous expansion of transport in the Pan-European region, while bringing significant social and economic benefits, also raised environmental and health concerns. Member countries of UNECE and the World Health Organization/Europe adopted THE PEP to promote sustainable transport development and to encourage transport policymakers to consider health and environmental effects of transport, such as air pollution, congestion and road traffic accidents. THE PEP is supported by focal points from the transport, environment and health sectors, in close cooperation with international and non-governmental organizations. It focuses in particular on the challenges in EECCA/SEE countries and capacity-building for sustainable cities. A High-level Meeting hosted by the Netherlands in 2009 will adopt concrete action points for policymakers to make cities more liveable, under the theme: “Making THE Link: Transport Choices for our Health, Environment and Prosperity”.

http://www.thepep.org

UNECE instruments for sustainable water management and water-related diseases are preventive by design. The implementation projects under the Convention have proven a sound framework for transboundary cooperation. Overall, the Convention is well implemented and has proved to be a useful tool for institutional cooperation on transboundary waters and a platform for the exchange of experience among parties and non-parties.

Despite the impressive progress made on environmental issues, UNECE still faces considerable political and technical challenges if it wants to extend to a broader range of
signatory parties the benefits of those conventions which have a clear and unambiguous track record of success in certain subregions and countries. At the heart of the challenge remains the fact that implementation is not always effective across the region.\textsuperscript{49}

Many countries from the SEE and EECCA subregions are also not yet party to many instruments and have expressed concern about the difficulties they face in accession. This is a priority issue for UNECE and the MEA secretariats are working hard to define the problems and find solutions.\textsuperscript{50}

\textbf{Principle 5: Regional Focus}

\textit{Context}

Regional economic cooperation and a regional focus form the basis of the work of UNECE in its sectoral committees on:

\begin{itemize}
  \item environmental policy
  \item inland transport
  \item statistics
  \item sustainable energy
\end{itemize}

\textsuperscript{49} UNECE Annual Report 2007

\textsuperscript{50} Ibid.
on certain safety and environment standards, harmonizing national regulations, reducing the complications of border-crossing, and providing for the development of coherent infrastructure networks for road, rail and inland water transport.

- **Trade:** UNECE has focused on trade facilitation, with more than 30 agreed recommendations to reduce and harmonize procedures and paperwork. Commercial quality standards for agricultural produce have also been drawn up for international trade.

- **Energy:** International agreements have been reached in areas relating to coal and gas, and current work includes harmonization or national regulation and specifications for energy and the environment, and energy efficiency.

These actions have brought numerous benefits to countries:

- Improved standards and performance of governments, by enhancing skills and building new institutions;
- Lower transaction costs for business operators, and fewer barriers to trade, through agreements on border crossing. For example, through its Working Party on the Transport of Dangerous Goods, UNECE primarily encourages measures to avoid accidents in transit of goods such as uranium, natural gas and chemicals. This also prevents states from devising their own procedures, which can easily become de facto trade barriers. In a similar way, the UNECE TIR Convention which harmonizes border-control procedures on Europe’s road networks, permits, for example, a TV company in Paris to transport its goods by truck directly to Moscow without having to undergo controls at borders and without having to pay a guarantee payment;

In regional economic cooperation UNECE is mainly concerned with negotiating international legal instruments/conventions, developing regulations and norms and exchanging and applying best practice.

The fruits of its work over the years have led to a considerable framework for regional cooperation:

- **Environment:** Since 1980, 14 internationally binding instruments, 5 conventions and 9 protocols have been agreed in the environment sector. They deal with air pollution, impact assessment, industrial accidents, transboundary water and public participation.
- **Transport:** More than 50 agreements and conventions have been negotiated
• Implementation of United Nations Millennium Development Goals, notably goal 7 on sustainable development.

**Actions**

A key objective of its work is to focus on technical issues that can reduce tensions in the political realm – the so called “functionalist approach”. A good illustration of the functionalist approach was the Southeast European Cooperative Initiative (SECI) of the mid-1990s. SECI was created in the aftermath of the Balkan conflicts to rebuild a region of impoverished economies, forced migration, political uncertainties and continuing inter-ethnic tensions. Focusing on a number of purely technical and practical projects, which were of joint interest to the former belligerents – trade facilitation, transport and energy – SECI created confidence, and formed a basis for the emergence of a new political cooperation. Its practical outputs were aimed at resolving problems in which all participants had an interest:

**Improved border crossing**: regional trade was being hampered by long delays in transiting international borders. This was a complex problem involving (a) technical issues such as training of border officials and (b) more structural ones, such as cooperation between police and customs and the low salaries for border guards. New institutions were created under SECI to sustain improvements. For example, the SECI ministers of transport signed a Memorandum of Understanding removing restrictions to trade. A new body, SECIPRO, was created to oversee progress in trade facilitation. This network not only resolved many border-crossing problems but also raised public awareness on challenges and threats related to security and corruption. It built capacity and local expertise through cooperation with international professional organizations. In total, crossings were improved at 35 border stations.

**Fighting cross border crime and corruption**: a “drugs and thugs” culture developed in South-East Europe in the 1990s as a result of state breakdown and internal conflicts. Smuggling, drugs and human trafficking and an illicit trade in small arms became rife. At this time, some states in the region identified organized crime as the biggest threat to security. Governments, with weak enforcement authorities, realized that more cooperation was needed in the fight against crime and corruption. Accordingly, the police and customs of the participating states forged closer ties and with the cooperation of INTERPOL and the World Customs Organization, created a SECI Crime centre in Romania. The results have enhanced success in fighting cross-border crime, including the capture of wanted criminals and murderers.

SECI has since merged with the Stability Pact and in early 2008 was superseded by the Regional Cooperation Council. However, the essentially functionalist approach has remained, while the SECI Initiative still presents a good model for other regions in the world emerging from conflict with the following salient characteristics:

---

51 SECI comprised the countries of the former Yugoslavia and Bulgaria, Greece, Hungary, Romania and Turkey. UNECE provided it with leadership and technical support. In this role, UNECE also worked to ensure that the expertise of other United Nations agencies, such as the United Nations Environment Programme and the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, was leveraged to the benefit of the region.
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sustainable and supportive framework to states in post conflict reconstruction. As seen in chapter III, the EU provided an excellent incentive to reformers within governments.

This is not to say that regional economic cooperation is automatic. An attractive basis for cooperation is needed. Even non-political issues are often not sufficiently compelling to generate interest. SPECA has only recently come to the fore from its origins in 1998 to strengthen subregional cooperation and promote that subregion’s integration into Europe and Asia. Similar to SPECA, facilitation, tourism, statistics, technology, enterprise development and investment experts and business, as well as the incentives for peace and cooperation. But it takes time to develop effective cooperation.

Regional economic cooperation is particularly challenging where no common economic interest is apparent. The Central Asian region, for example, has major conflicts of interest over the use of transboundary water between on the one hand Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan, who want to increase their hydro-capacity, and Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan, on the other, whose priority is irrigation of crops.

As noted above, many of the countries in Central Asia, the Caucasus and South-East Europe have yet to join the UNECE Convention on the Use of Transboundary Watercourses and International Lakes (“Water Convention”), which would oblige them to reach bilateral and multilateral agreements.

Addressing the challenges

One main challenge in peacebuilding operations is the lack of a regional dimension or focus. Thus the regional work that is part of UNECE can provide a useful model for countries in peacebuilding strategies. It is very important that countries do not try to “go it alone”; aid will inevitably run out and donors do not have the required staying power. However, regional cooperation can provide a more sustainable and supportive framework to states in post conflict reconstruction.

As seen in chapter III, the EU provided an excellent incentive to reformers within governments.

This is not to say that regional economic cooperation is automatic. An attractive basis for cooperation is needed. Even non-political issues are often not sufficiently compelling to generate interest. SPECA has only recently come to the fore from its origins in 1998 to strengthen subregional cooperation and promote that subregion’s integration into Europe and Asia. Similar to SPECA, it focuses on technical areas – trade facilitation, tourism, statistics, technology, enterprise development and investment promotion – creating networks between experts and business, as well as the incentives for peace and cooperation. But it takes time to develop effective cooperation.

Regional economic cooperation is particularly challenging where no common economic interest is apparent. The Central Asian region, for example, has major conflicts of interest over the use of transboundary water between on the one hand Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan, who want to increase their hydro-capacity, and Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan, on the other, whose priority is irrigation of crops.

As noted above, many of the countries in Central Asia, the Caucasus and South-East Europe have yet to join the UNECE Convention on the Use of Transboundary Watercourses and International Lakes (“Water Convention”), which would oblige them to reach bilateral and multilateral agreements.

For example, UNECE is currently working with UNDP, OSCE and the Economics Education Research Consortium to develop further networks such as PEERS (Partnership for Economics Education and Research Support), whose goal is to support economic research in Central Asia and to provide an analytical underpinning for SPECA’s work.
CHAPTER VII:

CONCLUSIONS: BUILDING ON THE PRINCIPLES AND THOUGHTS ON A FUTURE FRAMEWORK AGREEMENT FOR POST-CONFLICT GOVERNANCE

The preceding chapters have presented five principles of economic governance which can help in post-conflict strategic thinking and peacebuilding work. These principles have been defined pragmatically, based on what has worked and what can be delivered. How should we use these principles to address the key challenges in the world we live in and put economic governance at the heart of peacebuilding?

Ways of using UNECE knowledge and expertise for peacebuilding

Within the UN there is a current debate on where peacebuilding fits into the UN’s process and what to do ‘on the ground’ once hostilities have stopped and the peace builders arrive? The debate centres on the role of capacity building in post conflict situations, the initial points of entry of peacebuilding operations, the ways to develop the legitimacy of the state and the ways of addressing social and other forms of discrimination which are often the root causes of the conflicts.

Based on UNECE’s approach, the key areas of engagement for rebuilding governance capacities after conflict on a national and local level should be the restoration or development of the respect of property rights, enforcement of contracts and the establishment of the basic “rules of the game”. These are the basics of restoring economic activities and of building a lasting peace. Domestic and foreign businesses will not invest in the economy without such property rights protection both at the local and national levels. Respect for property rights must become integrated into policy and institutional development. In this respect the UNECE can provide a reservoir of knowledge on what to do as well as how to do it. UNECE guidelines on setting up land registry offices as well as its networks of experts in property rights reform can provide essential support. There is also the process of developing consensus around these issues. It is important to establish new institutions where dialogue on economic reform between the various stakeholders can take place and where agreement can be reached on priorities.

Engaging with civil society is another aspect of stakeholder dialogue. Here the UNECE experience of setting up Aarhus centres provides a model for countries and regions where conflicts have occurred, the fear of government still remains strong and where there exists a need for safe havens of learning and to re-building trust amongst divided communities.

In terms of developing capacities for governance, the UNECE networks of experts and agencies also provide a source for training in the areas of land and property rights as well as in new topics where governance should be strengthened – such as in PPPs. The need is to support the building of core competencies within societies rather than having external bodies coming in and leaving before local competencies have been achieved. Here the new initiative of
UNECE to support “training the trainers” programmes in PPPs can offer some useful tools that can be adapted by local bodies for training in their own culture and language.

It is also important to devise the right strategies in programming to ensure actions are conflict and gender sensitive. The best way to bring together groups which have suffered tensions and conflict is to focus on technical and scientific issues that can build confidence and trust. This is the UNECE ‘approach’ and the best point of entry in post-conflict reconstruction. Furthermore, in conflicts that have cross-border dimensions, a regional approach that gathers experts from different countries can lay the foundations for more lasting cooperation at higher levels.

In conjunction with the use of the technical approach mentioned here as ‘functionalism’, injustice and discrimination have to be faced head on if progress is to be achieved. As an example lets consider gender discrimination; whereby tackling the problem at the roots to change culture and thinking should be done both at the level of the courts with new legislation that prohibits gender discrimination and at the level of schools and universities where women should be give a greater role and enjoy advancement. UNECE experiences in economic governance show how women are playing a more dynamic role in politics and the economy. This experience can be shared with other countries and regions in the world.

**Addressing actual conflicts**

The world has not become in any way safer. Crises and the threat of war and destruction are never far away. The recent conflict between the Russian Federation and Georgia is not a ‘new war’ but neither is it an old war, having stemmed from a ‘frozen conflict’ where there was a long-standing unresolved territorial/minority dispute. Indeed there are several in the UNECE region of this nature. To address these conflicts it is necessary to reemphasise the principle that economic integration is the best means of conflict mitigation among nations. It is important in the aftermath of the war in Georgia to remember that ultimately it is economics that resolves the disputes and builds confidence between the various parties. The achievement of transition in the UNECE region is that all states now have similar economic objectives and a shared commitment to the principles of the market economy. The dispute over different economic systems is over. Accordingly there should be no prima facie basis for conflict, but rather the very opposite, a mutual interest in developing economic cooperation.

Thus, to address conflicts such as that between Georgia and Russian Federation there is a need for more, not less, economic cooperation between the parties involved. The more ambitious these projects are, the more they will develop strong economic ties, the better it will be for mutual understanding and the resolution of the conflict. Within the UNECE, it is important that the lesson from this conflict is learned. There is no reason for complacency. Efforts need to be redoubled to develop economic cooperation that is ambitious, creative and successful. To this end it might be proposed to...
create a working group on the type of actual projects which can deepen economic integration in the region.

**How the economic governance principles can contribute to peacebuilding**

Even though peacebuilding is taking place, there is a lack of confidence in the process. Some member states share scepticism on the peacebuilding operation considering it a threat to their internal sovereignty. Others are reluctant to send peacekeepers to UN peacebuilding missions. And ‘on the ground’, those involved question what the objectives of peacebuilding are.

In Chapter IV we have provided indicators for each of the principles and these are listed together in Box 14. These can be further elaborated and then used by governments and by the international community to measure the progress in building peace as well as to identify gaps and areas where more assistance might be provided.

In addition, as prescriptions of progress can differ amongst different groups in society, these benchmarks can be also used as part of the internal reflection process, and consultations on the problems and divisions in society and how they can be mitigated and overcome. The report, for example, on the achievement of progress in using the indicators could be the discussion document for a conference between various groups, identifying the differences in perception.

Through such a process of self analysis and discussions with opposing side, some constructive plan for reconciliation and policy dialogue along with goal setting and further benchmarking might be achieved. Although different in content, the truth and reconciliations process in South Africa was a useful tool to bring former adversaries together and lessons from this process can be applied elsewhere.
**Mainstreaming the principles of economic governance into international policymaking in a post-conflict context**

At present, there exists no overarching internationally agreed convention or standard regarding the behaviour of states, donors and other actors in post-conflict societies. There is currently considerable discussion on setting standards for reforming and improving economic development. Could similar standards be drawn up for post-conflict societies using as a basis the principles set out in this book?

One could, for instance, mainstream the principles of economic governance into international policymaking for post-conflict regimes by transforming the principles into an international framework agreement, charter or compact. UNECE sets norms and standards and draws up international conventions in economic cooperation in many areas. Moreover, the EU standards, as set out in the acquis, were critical in setting out a course of action and in providing incentives (EU membership) for countries to follow in the transition process.

Building on the principles, it can be argued that an internationally accepted compact – a set of standards or convention could be agreed upon during the process of negotiating the peace. Such an agreement on post-conflict governance could provide a number of critical elements for peacebuilding, for instance:

- improve regional economic cooperation
- promote bottom-up approaches and greater involvement of society in peacebuilding
- ensure the implementation of budgetary arrangements that improve financial transparency
- encourage transparency in the financial dealings of banks and companies in their interactions with post-conflict societies
- set out ways to implement the standards in post-conflict societies through capacity-building.

Even if these aspects are only a start, they are nevertheless the essentials for building successful post-conflict regimes, and would serve as a confidence-building measure, not only among former belligerents, but among neighbouring states.

**The case for standards in post-conflict economic governance**

First, standards could provide reformers with an instrument with which to support good governance and with a goal around which to unite. Peacebuilding success cannot come from outside, it must come from within a country. Reformers need support.

Second, standards are implemented by those who have signed up to them. Compliance is done through peer reviews, which would give the standards credibility while also providing a further point of pressure on regimes that are not performing.

Third, standards can also bring in NGOs and improve coordination. Coordination is the key objective of the Peacebuilding Commission and the standards could be developed under its auspices.

Fourth, a convention or standard could set benchmarks that can integrate the regional dimension of peacebuilding and conflict prevention into the efforts of the Peacebuilding Commission.

Fifth, for practical purposes it may be useful to prepare standards first at a regional
behind the standards and diligently campaign for their promulgation. Similarly, for such an international convention for post-conflict governance, sympathetic champions among governments will be required together with supportive NGOs. This combination of support, for example, was a contributing factor in the birth of the Aarhus Convention.

If such support is available, the next step may be to hold a regional conference to assess the validity of the principles and to test the support for setting standards in post-conflict economic governance. A High Level Dialogue on Peacebuilding among the UN’s 5 Regional Commissions could be a logical starting point.

How to transform the principles into a framework agreement on post-conflict economic governance?

Most conventions are started by a few governments who champion the principles behind the standards and then move globally. Many of the UNECE conventions, for example, are international in scope and are open to other partners in other parts of the United Nations system to join and ratify.

Sixth, standards could generate investment in post-conflict societies by increasing the confidence of the investor community in the governance of post-conflict regimes.
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